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Preface

The U.S. drawdown from Afghanistan may lead to greater instability and a vacuum in that country. The Islamic Republic of Iran, one of the most powerful regional actors in Afghanistan, is poised to exercise substantial influence there after the U.S. drawdown. In addition, the drawdown may provide Iran with the opportunity to strengthen ties with other powers involved in Afghanistan, such as India and Russia. Greater Iranian influence in Afghanistan could help Iran alleviate economic and political pressures resulting from its nuclear dispute.

At the same time, the election of Hassan Rouhani as Iran’s president may provide a new opportunity for greater U.S.-Iran cooperation in Afghanistan, as was the case after the Taliban’s overthrow in 2001. Both countries have convergent interests in Afghanistan, including the prevention of Taliban rule. Such potential cooperation will depend on the status of nuclear negotiations between Iran and the United States, and the state of overall tensions between the two nations.

This study examines Iran’s historical interests in Afghanistan and its current policies in that country. The study pays particular attention to key aspects of the Iranian-Afghan relationship, including Iran’s cultural, political, economic, and ideological ties to Afghanistan. The study explores the extent and limits of Iranian influence in Afghanistan, including Tehran’s relations with key Afghan groups and constituencies.

Furthermore, the study analyzes Iran’s relations with regional powers, such as India, Russia, and Pakistan, in light of the U.S. drawdown. Finally, the study explores the implications of Iranian influence for the United States as it withdraws most of its combat forces from Afghanistan.

This research was sponsored by a private foundation and was conducted within the International Security and Defense Policy Center of the RAND National Security Research Division (NSRD). NSRD conducts research and analysis on defense and national security topics for the U.S. and allied defense, foreign policy, homeland security, and intelligence communities and foundations and other nongovernmental organizations that support defense and national security analysis.

For more information on the International Security and Defense Policy Center, see http://www.rand.org/nsrd/ndri/centers/isdp.html or contact the director (contact information is provided on the web page).
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Summary

This report examines Iran’s cultural, political, and economic influence in Afghanistan, especially in light of the U.S. drawdown. Many American policymakers and analysts worry that the departure of most international military forces from Afghanistan may result in greater instability there, which can be exploited by foreign powers, such as the Islamic Republic of Iran.

A state of rivalry between Iran and the United States, exacerbated by tensions over Iran’s nuclear program, has often meant competition in other areas, including Afghanistan. Tehran has viewed the decadelong U.S. presence in Afghanistan with anxiety. Iran’s fears of U.S. military strikes against its nuclear facilities, or perceived American plans to overthrow the Iranian regime, may have motivated it to provide measured military support to Afghan insurgents battling U.S. forces and the International Security Assistance Force (ISAF). Iran also actively opposes the Bilateral Security Agreement (BSA) being negotiated between Afghanistan and the United States.

U.S. policymakers may naturally think that Iran will seek to exploit the drawdown and undermine American interests in Afghanistan. However, the departure of U.S. forces from Afghanistan, a new pragmatic government in Tehran, and a possible resolution to the nuclear crisis may provide greater cooperation between Tehran and Washington in Afghanistan.

Iranian objectives in Afghanistan align with most U.S. interests. Therefore, Iranian influence in Afghanistan following the drawdown of international forces need not necessarily be a cause of concern for the United States. Much like the United States, Iran wants to see a stable Afghanistan with a government free of Taliban control, and Iran seeks to stem the tide of Sunni extremism in the region.

The extent to which Iran would be willing to directly cooperate with the United States in Afghanistan largely depends on the status of the Iranian nuclear dispute. It is important to note, however, that even if U.S.-Iran tensions remain, Iran’s activities in Afghanistan are unlikely to run counter to the overall objectives of the United States.

The United States should attempt to cooperate with Iran in countering narcotics in Afghanistan and encourage efforts to bring Tehran and Kabul to an agreement over water sharing. Because the Taliban insurgency is largely funded through drug trafficking, counternarcotics efforts would contribute to Afghanistan’s security. Tensions over scarce water resources could also fuel instability if left unaddressed.

While many of the disagreements between the two countries appear intractable and beholden to political interests in Tehran and Washington, combating drug trafficking and addressing water-usage issues would be relatively uncontroversial and nonpolitical. It could also lead to increased mutual trust that would benefit broader U.S.-Iran relations. To this end, the United States could lend logistical or financial support to the UN-facilitated Triangu-
lar Initiative, which fosters coordination among Iran, Pakistan, and Afghanistan in countering the drug trade. With regards to the Iran-Afghan water dispute, the United States should become active—through the UN and development organizations—in facilitating a mutually agreed upon water-usage system.

Iran is hedging its bets in order to be prepared for a variety of outcomes following the U.S. drawdown. Iran has maintained close ties with Afghanistan’s Tajik and Hazara populations in order to gain political influence and protect its interests after the U.S. drawdown.

On the other hand, Iran appears to be open to engaging with the Taliban after the U.S. drawdown. The extent of engagement will depend on the Taliban’s posture toward Iran and its treatment of the Afghan Shia.

Iran will continue attempting to build soft influence in Afghanistan, especially in the realms of education and the media. Iran has been building and buttressing pro-Iranian schools, mosques, and media centers. Much of this activity centers on western and northern Afghanistan, in addition to Kabul. Afghan schools have received thousands of Iranian books, many of which espouse the values of the Islamic republic.

However, Iran will face challenges in winning over the Afghan populace. The Pashtuns, who are more closely affiliated with Pakistan, remain wary of the Iranians. Meanwhile, many of the Shia Hazara do not favor Iran’s system of governance. In recent years, Hazara political parties have made efforts not to be seen simply as Iranian proxies, and are likely to seek support from Western countries as well.

Although set to remain generally positive, Iran-Afghan relations likely will experience strain over water disputes and the issue of refugees. Exacerbated by drought, water-sharing disputes are likely to persist as a significant sticking point between Tehran and Kabul as Afghanistan’s plan to boost its agricultural sector will lead to increased water usage upstream, affecting Iran’s supplies. Both countries suffer from a shortage of water, with Iran’s eastern provinces bordering Afghanistan being particularly water challenged.

In recent years, the status of Afghan refugees in Iran has become a highly politicized issue. Iran has more Afghan refugees than any other country after Pakistan. As economic conditions in Iran have deteriorated, Afghan refugees have come to be seen by many as a burden and have been subjected to discrimination and abuse at the hands of the Iranian government. Numerous protests have erupted in Afghanistan over Iran’s treatment of refugees. Furthermore, Iran has attempted to use the threat of mass deportation of Afghans as a means of pressuring the Kabul government to adopt policies favorable to the Islamic Republic.

Following the withdrawal of U.S. forces and ISAF from Afghanistan in 2016, Iranian and U.S. strategy there will be influenced in large part by the actions of Pakistan, India, and Russia. As the world’s only superpower, the United States will continue to play an important role in Afghanistan following the ISAF drawdown. It is important, however, to bear in mind that U.S. influence there will be determined in large part by its relations with regional actors and, in turn, their relations with one another. Iran’s overall interests in Afghanistan align with the core U.S., Indian, and Russian objectives in Afghanistan: to prevent the country from again becoming dominated by the Taliban and a safe haven for al Qaeda. Therefore, Iranian cooperation with regional actors in Afghanistan could serve U.S. interests.

In the event of a nuclear deal, it is prudent that the United States directly engage Iran in bilateral discussions regarding Afghanistan and pursue joint activities that would serve their mutual interests and build much-needed trust.
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<table>
<thead>
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</tr>
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<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ANSF</td>
<td>Afghan National Security Forces</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BSA</td>
<td>Bilateral Security Agreement</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CENTO</td>
<td>Central Treaty Organization</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IAEA</td>
<td>International Atomic Energy Agency</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IPI</td>
<td>Iran-Pakistan-India [pipeline]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ISAF</td>
<td>International Security Assistance Force</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LNG</td>
<td>liquefied natural gas</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NATO</td>
<td>North Atlantic Treaty Organization</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NSRD</td>
<td>RAND National Security Research Division</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RPG</td>
<td>rifle-propelled grenade</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SCO</td>
<td>Shanghai Cooperation Organisation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TAPI</td>
<td>Turkmenistan-Afghanistan-Pakistan-India pipeline</td>
</tr>
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CHAPTER ONE

Introduction

This study explores Iranian influence in Afghanistan and the implications for the United States after the departure of most American forces from Afghanistan. Iran has substantial economic, political, cultural, and religious leverage in Afghanistan. There is a chance that Tehran can use its influence to undermine U.S. interests, especially if a failure to resolve the Iranian nuclear crisis leads to increasing tensions between the United States and Iran, including a possible military conflict.

However, the election of Hassan Rouhani as Iran’s president and a potential breakthrough in nuclear negotiations could herald greater cooperation between Iran and the United States in Afghanistan. Both Iran and the United States share an interest in thwarting the Taliban’s victory and ensuring a more stable Afghanistan.

Afghanistan faces an uncertain future after the U.S. drawdown in 2016. Kabul is also likely to receive continued economic and financial support from Washington, including payments to the Afghan armed forces and the national police.

But Afghanistan’s stability is far from certain. Kabul faces an obdurate insurgency that is likely to exploit the U.S. and international drawdown. The Afghan government will also face many economic difficulties in future years. Afghanistan is highly dependent on international economic aid, and many Afghan businesses profit from U.S. and International Security Assistance Force (ISAF) military activities. Although endowed with great natural and mineral wealth, Afghanistan has a negligible industrial base. Its exports of fruits, nuts, carpets, and semiprecious stones are not substantial. It appears that the illicit economy in Afghanistan—especially opium production—is a bigger source of revenue than most (if not all) other economic sectors.

There is cause to be worried about Afghanistan’s future economic stability. The 1992 overthrow and subsequent murder of Mohammad Najibullah, Afghanistan’s Soviet-backed ruler, is often attributed to Moscow’s decision to cease financial support to his government as the Soviet Union began to unravel. Najibullah had managed to survive the Soviet troop withdrawal in 1989 and hold off the Afghan Mujahideen. But he could only do so with substantial


3 Afghan researcher, interview with the authors, January 4, 2013.
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Soviet aid. Although circumstances are different now, one can argue that the Afghan central government is similarly dependent on American and international support. The Western military drawdown from Afghanistan could weaken the Afghan economy, and ultimately Kabul’s ability to hold off the Taliban. Afghanistan’s ability to build a more independent economy will also play a major role in preserving political stability. The economic role of neighboring countries, especially Pakistan and Iran, is important in this regard.

However, the biggest problem facing Afghanistan may be political corruption. The Afghan government is often accused of nepotism, and it is far from certain that Hamid Karzai and his supporters will completely relinquish power after the 2014 presidential election. Technically, Karzai cannot run again, but there are indications that he is planning to shape the next government according to his own personal interests. Many Afghans, including those interviewed by RAND, are highly concerned about the possibility of corrupt and nondemocratic elections.

According to a survey conducted by the Asia Foundation in 2011, Afghans consider corruption to be the third-biggest problem their country faces, after insecurity and unemployment. Another major problem faced by Afghanistan is the lack of ethnic and religious unity. The Afghan government, although led by Karzai, a Pashtun, is heavily dominated by the Tajik, and to a lesser extent the Hazara. Whoever succeeds Karzai as president will have to possess the ability to bridge the gap between Afghanistan’s rival ethnic and minority groups. This may prove to be more difficult in the absence of substantial U.S. and ISAF military forces. The Afghan National Security Forces (ANSF) have received extensive training and funding from the United States and its partners. The United States alone has invested approximately $50 billion since 2002 in developing the ANSF.

Yet the ANSF is riven by persistent challenges, including ethno-religious divisions and attrition. A report released in April 2011 states that although the overall composition of the Afghan National Army reflects the ethnic makeup of Afghanistan, and while approximately 40 percent of the ANSF are ethnically Pashtun, only 3 percent of soldiers are southern Pashtuns, which has significant implications for the army’s credibility. Furthermore, areas with Pashtun-majority inhabitants, such as southern Afghanistan, are patrolled by non-Pashtuns, raising the specter of increased violence after the drawdown.

Neighboring powers, such as Pakistan and Iran, tend to favor certain ethnic and religious minorities over others, potentially exacerbating Afghanistan’s ethno-religious divisions. Pakistan is known to have strong ties to the Pashtun, while Iran favors the Tajik and Hazara. India also has closer ties to the Tajik, especially given its history of supporting the anti-Taliban Northern Alliance. Of course, the picture in Afghanistan is not completely black and white. Pakistan does have ties to non-Pashtun groups, while Iran and India have tried to cultivate

---

5 Jessica Donati, “Afghan President Karzai’s Brother to Offer Him Role If Elected,” Reuters, October 11, 2013.
6 Former senior Afghan government official, interview with the authors, February 24, 2013.
8 Senior Afghan security official, interview with the authors, February 19, 2013.
relations with Pashtun groups, including the Taliban. But the drawdown has the potential to widen Afghanistan’s divisions and invite greater neighboring support for rival Afghan groups.

Iran, in particular, could strengthen relations with the anti-Taliban forces it supported prior to 2001. And it is not inconceivable that Iran, India, and Russia could reestablish their previous partnership in support of a new Northern Alliance battling the Pashtun-dominated and Pakistan-supported insurgency. According to one influential Afghan official, “the old coalition of India, Russia, and Iran might rise again.”11 This could portend not only more violence in Afghanistan but also the sort of civil war not seen since the 1990s, when various Mujahideen groups fought each other for control of the country.12

Although Afghan cities tend to be more stable, future instability in Afghanistan could be strongly felt in rural areas that are beyond central authority. International economic and security assistance has not penetrated rural areas as fully as urban areas, making them more susceptible to violence after the drawdown.13 According to a former Afghan official interviewed by RAND, “the development of the country since 2001 has never reached the village.”14 This view has been corroborated by research conducted by the Asia Foundation.15 Rural areas continue to exist in conditions similar to those during and before Taliban rule.16 In the absence of a large number of Western troops, the Taliban will attempt to make gains in much of Afghanistan. And Pakistan could seek to exploit this for its own benefit.

Iran has several major interests in Afghanistan that it wants to protect, but while Tehran supports a stable Afghan central government, it does not necessarily want a strong Afghanistan that can challenge its interests. Nor does Tehran want powers such as Pakistan to gain influence in the region at its expense.

At the same time, Iran does not want a chaotic Afghanistan, or one ruled by the Taliban. So while the U.S. drawdown provides certain opportunities for Iran, it is not a zero-sum game for the Iranian government. An Afghan analyst we interviewed put it succinctly: “The Iranians are smarter than to ask all the Americans to leave, because they know that if all the American troops pull out, then Afghanistan will completely fall under the control of Pakistan.”17

While Iran will seek to increase its power in Afghanistan, its overall interests will likely converge with American priorities. This does not mean that Iran will necessarily join the Western coalition in Afghanistan, or that it will become a partner with the United States. There may be a sense of competition between the two over Afghanistan. But both Tehran and Washington could pursue their respective interests in ways that are mutually beneficial. Iran’s influence in Afghanistan is not limitless, and it is unlikely to dominate its neighbor once the United States leaves. This provides an opportunity for cooperation rather than zero-sum competition.

11 Afghan official, interview with the authors, February 21, 2013.
14 Former Afghan official, interview with the authors, January 2, 2013.
16 Senior Afghan security official, interview with the authors, January 2, 2013.
17 Afghan analyst, interview with the authors, January 4, 2013.
This study examines Iran’s historical interests in Afghanistan and its current policies in that country, and explores the potential implications for U.S. policy. The research is based on field interviews in Afghanistan, the use of primary sources in Dari and Persian, and scholarly research in English. Chapter Two explores Afghanistan’s current situation and its substantial but complicated cultural, religious, political, and economic ties with Iran. Chapter Three examines Iran’s relations with other regional actors in Afghanistan, including Pakistan, India, and Russia. Chapter Four assesses implications for U.S. interests.
Iran’s ambitions in Afghanistan should not be viewed as hegemonic. Tehran does not believe that it can completely dominate its neighbor; instead, it has certain interests to protect, including securing its eastern border, preserving the flow of water from Afghanistan, countering narcotics, and dealing with the large Afghan refugee population on its soil. Tehran is particularly anxious to prevent a total Taliban victory in Afghanistan and the expansion of Pakistani power. It also does not desire a long-term U.S. military presence in Afghanistan; Iran is the only regional power that has actively opposed the Bilateral Security Agreement (BSA) being negotiated between Kabul and Washington.

The Iranian government has attempted to achieve its objectives through a variety of means. Iran’s cultural and religious bonds allow it to exercise influence over key ethnic and religious groups, including the Tajik and Hazara, and their respective political parties. Iran is also an important economic partner; it has provided Afghanistan with up to US$500 million in development aid and is one of Afghanistan’s major trading partners. Moreover, Iran maintains close ties to various militias and armed groups both allied with and battling U.S. forces.

Iran and Afghanistan have much in common: a shared language, deep historical and cultural bonds, and at times common enemies. The security and stability of one is dependent on the other. But it would be wrong to assume that their relationship is trouble free. While some Afghans view Iran as a warm neighbor, and a possible protector, many resent what they perceive to be Tehran’s heavy-handed interference in their affairs.

Many Afghans—especially the Tajiks, Hazara, and other non-Pashtuns—are particularly worried about Pakistan and its ally, the Taliban. And while the Taliban is a Pashtun-dominated political movement, many Afghans, including the Pashtun, are worried about Pakistani influence in Afghanistan’s internal affairs. It is thus tempting for Iran to view itself as a natural counterweight to Pakistan, and the protector of Afghanistan’s embattled minorities. After all, Tehran supported Tajik and Shia (Hazara) Mujahideen commanders during the Soviet occupation of Afghanistan, and later provided aid to the Northern Alliance against the Taliban.1

Close but Not Exclusive Ties with the Afghan Tajik and Shia

The cultural and religious ties between Iran and Afghanistan are strong, and can provide Tehran with a substantial amount of political leverage. According to a prominent Afghan

Shia leader, “Iran currently has a strong presence in Afghanistan but most of it is unofficial. It all goes back to culture, customs, and language.” Dari, one of Afghanistan’s two official languages, spoken by roughly 50 percent of the population, is closely related to Persian (Farsi), Iran’s official language. Most Iranians and Afghans would probably be able to communicate with each other, depending on local dialects and accents. Moreover, millions of other Afghans, including many members of the educated elite, have lived and studied in Iran and are very familiar with the Persian language. Afghanistan’s Dari-speaking Tajiks in particular may feel a cultural affinity with Iran. Much of western and northeastern Afghanistan, in addition to major cities like Kabul, is populated by Tajiks.

Most Afghans, including Tajiks, are Sunni Muslims, whereas Iran’s population is between 90 and 95 percent Shia. Nevertheless, a significant portion of Afghanistan’s population, perhaps nearly 20 percent, belongs to the Shia sect. Among them are the Hazara, a much-persecuted minority group of Asiatic origin inhabiting what is known as the Hazarajat, a region in Bamyan and surrounding provinces. The Hazara are the largest Shia community in Afghanistan, although there are other Shia groups, such as the Qizilbash, the Farsiwan, and the Sayyeds.

The Hazara, who have traditionally looked to Tehran for religious and political guidance, have emerged as important social and political actors in Afghanistan since the 2001 overthrow of the Taliban. Hazara politicians occupy important government posts in Kabul, and are likely to retain them after the U.S. drawdown. Karim Khalili, the Afghan vice president and leader of the Hazara Hezb-e Wahdat-e Islami, is likely to play an important role in the post-2014 government. The Hazara, who suffered heavy discrimination at the hands of the Taliban, have also become more explicit in the expression of their Shia faith. Public processions marking Shia holy days, once forbidden under the Taliban, have become much more common on the streets of Kabul and other cities.

Many of the Hazara and other Afghan Shia sympathize with Iran, much more so than with Pakistan, for example. One Afghan Shia leader stated: “Looking at the past, we can see that Iran hasn’t really played any role in insecurity or destabilization of Afghanistan. On the other hand, you can see that Pakistan is not willing to have a stable Afghanistan by its side. From the time of Jihad until now, Pakistan has played ninety percent of the role in destroying the infrastructures of Afghanistan.”

---

2 Prominent Afghan Shia leader, interview with the authors, January 1, 2013.
3 According to the Afghanistan section of the CIA’s World Factbook, the Turkic languages spoken in Afghanistan, including Uzbek and Turkmen, are considered the third official languages in the areas where the majority speaks them. See www.cia.gov/library/publications/the-world-factbook/geos/af.html.
6 The World Factbook, Afghanistan.
8 “Roshd-e Tashi’o dar Afghanistan va Naghsh-e Iran” [“The Growth of Shi’ism in Afghanistan and the Role of Iran”], BBC Persian, January 6, 2009.
9 Prominent Afghan Shia leader, interview with the authors, January 1, 2013.
Iran is likely to use its ties with the Hazara (and other Shia) to exercise influence in Afghanistan. According to one source, up to 55 members of the parliament are Shia and may have connections to Iran.10 Many Afghan Shia leaders also feel a personal religious affinity with Iran.11

Nevertheless, the Iranian government has also courted Pashtun groups, including the Taliban. Iran has long maintained a relationship with Gulbeddin Hekmatyar’s Pashtundominated Hezb-e Islami. Hekmatyar sought refuge in Iran from 1996, when the Taliban took over Kabul, until 2002, when Iran expelled Hekmatyar from the country.12 And it is likely that he has received some amount of Iranian support in his battle against U.S. forces and ISAF in the past decade.13 An influential Afghan told us that Afghanistan’s “ex-ambassador to Iran was also a previous member of Hezb-e Islami and was so close to the Islamic Republic that we all know about the bags of money that he was receiving.”14

The Iranian government has also engaged in political discussions with Taliban representatives. Moreover, Taliban delegations have visited Tehran as part of Iranian-sponsored peace talks.15 Although Iran views the Tajik and Hazara as being its best interlocutors in Afghanistan, it nevertheless views the Pashtun and even the Taliban as important to its overall strategy.

There may be a recognition among some elements in Iran that today’s Taliban, although not friendly toward Iranian interests, is nevertheless not the zealous and fanatic Taliban of the 1990s.16 If anything, the Taliban and the Islamic Republic share a common foe, the United States. Tehran may realize that the Taliban is likely to be a major factor in Afghanistan after the U.S. drawdown. Therefore, it makes sense that Iran is hedging its bets and not entirely relying on its traditional Shia and Tajik partners. As one influential Afghan told us, Iran is “confident of the conditions to an extent. Even if the Taliban comes to power, Iran has a way to deal with the Taliban.”17

The Islamic Republic, although wary of the Taliban, has not allowed religious and ideological issues to interfere with political expediency. Tehran has historically worked with non-Shia groups throughout the Middle East and Muslim world; although Iran maintains close ties to Shia and related groups, such as the Lebanese Hezbollah (and the Allawite regime in Syria), it nevertheless does not use sect as a decisive factor in its political calculations.

10 Ibid.
13 Influential Afghan, interview with the authors, February 23, 2013.
14 Ibid.
16 Mohsen Milani, “Iran’s Ties to the Taliban,” The Iran Primer, United States Institute of Peace, August 10, 2011.
17 Afghan media leader, interview with the authors, February 23, 2013.
Iran’s Political Role in Afghanistan

Iran viewed Afghanistan as important to its national security even before its 1979 revolution. Iran’s last monarch, Mohammad Reza Pahlavi, worried about the spread of communism in Afghanistan and provided economic and military support to various Afghan parties. The Islamic Republic, which replaced the Iranian monarchy, shared similar concerns.

Iran’s revolutionary leader, Ayatollah Ruhollah Khomeini, was opposed to Soviet domination of Afghanistan and was a proponent of the spread of the Islamic Revolution under *velayat-e faghih* (rule of the supreme jurisprudent). The Shia ulema of Afghanistan at the time espoused a range of views on the role of religion in government, and Tehran provided the most support to the groups that followed Khomeini’s line. Several Afghan Shia groups based out of Iran developed into Afghanistan’s Hazara-dominated Hezb-e Wahdat political party.

However, the Islamic Republic, distracted by internal unrest and Saddam Hussein’s 1980 invasion, was not able to devote much attention or resources to its eastern neighbor. The Afghan Mujahideen, dominated by Sunni groups, received more support from Pakistan, Saudi Arabia, and the United States, although Iran did help organize and direct Afghan Shia Mujahideen forces.

Iran’s involvement in Afghanistan increased after the Soviet departure and the fall of the Najibullah government in 1992. The war with Iraq ended in 1988, allowing a more stable Iran to spend resources to spread its influence in Afghanistan. From 1992 to 1996, Tehran backed several Mujahideen groups fighting for control of Afghanistan, particularly Kabul. Iran not only supported the Burhanuddin Rabbani government in Kabul at the time but was also simultaneously providing assistance to Hezb-e Wahdat, which was occasionally engaged in armed struggle with the central government, thus demonstrating Iran’s flexible approach to Afghanistan.

After the Taliban’s relatively rapid victory in 1996, Iran backed what came to be known as the Northern Alliance (or Northern Front): an Afghan opposition movement composed of militias centered on Tajik, Uzbek, and Hazara strongmen from northern Afghanistan. Iran’s relations with Taliban-ruled Afghanistan were often tense, if not outright hostile. The Taliban, heavily influenced by Wahhabi religious doctrine emanating from Saudi Arabia, viewed Shia-dominated Iran as a heresy. The Taliban’s persecution of Afghan Shia, particularly the Hazara, further complicated relations between Tehran and Kabul.

22 Milani, 2006.
The Islamic Republic views itself as a protector of the Shia “downtrodden,” and felt particularly chagrined at the Taliban’s oppression of the Hazara. The Taliban’s August 1998 massacre of the Hazara and murder of Iranian diplomats in Mazar-e Sharif brought relations to a new low. In response to the murders and other provocations, Iran amassed tens of thousands of troops along its border with Afghanistan. It appeared that the Islamic Republic was poised for an invasion of its eastern neighbor.

Iran and the Taliban never came to direct blows. But Tehran may have been more convinced than ever before that the Northern Alliance was its best bet. Along with Russia and India, the Islamic Republic became one of the main supporters of the anti-Taliban movement.

All three countries were unified in the belief that a fundamentalist Sunni Islamic government in the region would have a negative impact on regional security and stability, limiting trade and investment in the newly independent Central Asian states.

The 2001 U.S. invasion of Afghanistan provided Iran with an opportunity to expand its influence in Afghanistan. The swift overthrow of the Taliban by American and Northern Alliance forces rid Tehran of an implacable foe. With American support, the Northern Alliance and its allies assumed power in Kabul. However, the ethnic and religious makeup of Afghanistan presented problems. The Northern Alliance was dominated by Dari-speaking Tajiks, whereas an estimated 40 percent of Afghanistan’s population is Pashtun. Hamid Karzai, a polished and urbane Pashtun from a prominent Afghan clan, emerged as the leading candidate to become the country’s new leader. However, the Northern Alliance leadership, keen to promote its own ethnic and religious interests on the new government, was resistant to a Pashtun president.

Iran played a crucial role in persuading the Northern Alliance to support Karzai. According to Ambassador James Dobbins, the American envoy to Afghanistan at the time (and the current American envoy to Afghanistan), it was the Iranian envoy, Mohammad Javad Zarif, who convinced Younis Qanooni, a powerful Northern Alliance leader, to back Karzai. Dobbins also received an offer from an Iranian general to assist in training the Afghan National Army. According to a prominent Afghan leader, “If it weren’t for Iran, our Western friends would not be able to come today so easily and tell us about all the things they have done for us.”

Iran’s support for U.S. interests in Afghanistan was surprising given the level of mutual hostility between Tehran and Washington. The major reason for Iran’s behavior was sheer pragmatism. The U.S. overthrow of the Taliban benefited Iranian interests. But there were other reasons for Iran’s helpful policies.

Iranian President Mohammad Khatami had adopted a policy of engagement with the West. A proponent of “dialogue among civilizations,” Khatami was eager to decrease tensions not only with regional powers such as Saudi Arabia but also with European countries and the
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United States. Instead of exporting the Islamic revolution to the wider Middle East, Khatami wanted to build cooperative relations with neighboring countries and global powers.

To understand Iran’s involvement in Afghanistan, one has to understand its relations with the United States. Iran’s engagement with the United States in Afghanistan was shaped by Khatami’s new approach. From the perspective of Iranian pragmatists, the United States and Iran had converging interests in Afghanistan. They both opposed Taliban rule and desired a stable and relatively strong central government in Kabul. Furthermore, Iran’s perennial Afghan problems—including narcotics production, border insecurity, and refugees—were of concern to the United States as well.

However, the Khatami government’s policies failed to produce the desired outcome. The George W. Bush administration spurned Iran’s efforts of further cooperation in Afghanistan, and instead branded Iran as a member of the Axis of Evil (the other members being Iraq and North Korea). The U.S. government appeared to adopt a policy of regime change toward Iran; Washington may have felt confident that this would work given its successful overthrow of the Taliban in 2001 and Saddam Hussein in 2003.

The negative U.S. reaction to Iran’s engagement efforts undercut Khatami’s political standing in Tehran. Iranian conservatives, including Supreme Leader Ayatollah Ali Khamenei, had long maintained that the correct approach toward the United States was “resistance” rather than diplomatic engagement. Khamenei, the ultimate decision maker in Iran, may have been amenable to Khatami’s engagement efforts, but up to a point. The U.S. response to the Iranian overtures appeared to have confirmed his long-standing perception of U.S. intentions, namely that Washington wanted to overthrow his regime rather than engage it.

The initial U.S.-Iranian cooperation in Afghanistan was followed by a long period of distrust and rising tensions. Iran’s secretive nuclear activities, the 2005 election of the hard-line Mahmoud Ahmadinejad as president, and Iranian support for Iraqi Shia insurgents fighting U.S. forces brought U.S.-Iran relations to a new low. Cooperation in Afghanistan became a moot point given the increasingly hostile relations between Tehran and Washington.

Nevertheless, Iran has played an overall positive role in Afghanistan. It has supported a strong central government in Kabul. For Iran, a stable and secure Afghan government makes sense. It can help prevent a Taliban takeover of the country and maintain security along Iran’s border area. In addition, strong relations with a central government in Kabul allow Iran to exercise influence beyond western Afghanistan and areas with Tajik and Hazara populations.

At the same time, Tehran has created a de facto zone of influence in western Afghanistan, focused on the city of Herat. Iran also has links to warlords and militias that often act inde-
pendently of Kabul. For example, the former warlord Ismail Khan, once the effective ruler of Herat, is known to have close ties to Tehran.36

**Iran’s Positive Economic Influence**

Beginning in 2001, Iran’s policy toward Afghanistan has demonstrated a desire for stability in its neighbor. Since 2002 Iran has pledged more than $500 million in economic assistance to Afghanistan.37 Most of that amount has been spent on roads, energy infrastructure, and schools. The Afghan government, particularly President Karzai, view Iran’s economic role in Iran as being positive.38

Iran is also one of Afghanistan’s largest trading partners. Bilateral trade between the two countries reached almost $5 billion by 2013, up from $2 billion in 2011.39 Although this figure does not seem large by U.S. standards, it nevertheless demonstrates a deep economic relationship between Iran and Afghanistan. Iran exports food products, medicine, oil, and cement to Afghanistan, which is quite dependent on Iran for its oil and fuel needs.40

However, trade relations between the two are also lopsided. Iran exports far more to Afghanistan than it imports from its poorer neighbor, as Iranian exports reportedly compose approximately 75 percent of the traded goods.41 Overall, the trade imbalance between the two countries favors Iran. This is largely due to Afghanistan’s weaker economic and industrial base.

In some instances, Iran has used its economic advantage for political effect. The halting of Iranian fuel exports to Afghanistan in the winter of 2010–2011, which had a negative impact on the average Afghan, appears to have been an attempt to pressure U.S. forces and ISAF in Afghanistan.42

But overall, Iran’s trade relations with Afghanistan serve a positive purpose. In addition to the benefits of bilateral trade, Iran is helping other regional powers develop Afghanistan. For example, India is helping Iran develop the Chabahar port on the Oman Sea in order to facilitate Indian trade with Afghanistan and Central Asia.43 Chabahar will be linked to Afghanistan by roads and railways being built by Iran and India.44

The Iranian-Indian endeavor is no doubt motivated by geopolitics; New Delhi wants to bypass Pakistan and build better relations with Afghanistan, and Kabul wants to diversify the country’s trade routes and become less dependent on Pakistan. It is possible that Chabahar
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can draw business away from Karachi, on which Afghanistan is heavily dependent. Pakistan has often taken advantage of geography to pressure Afghanistan. As a prominent Afghan businessman told us: “At the moment, the Pakistanis have made [operating through Karachi] really expensive. It has put pressure on the people and the government of Afghanistan. They take around $500 million of charges in a year. This might force businessmen to use the ports in Chabahar. If this treatment is continued by Pakistan, then not only Chabahar but Bandar Abbas [Iran’s biggest port] as well is a good option for us.”

Iran’s cooperation with India also helps Tehran decrease its international isolation and enhance its regional clout. But the net effect will be beneficial for Afghanistan as well. Its western areas may become more developed, and it will be less economically and politically dependent on Pakistan, a neighbor that the Kabul government typically distrusts. According to an Afghan businessman, “If Iran tries to improve their goods and prevent illegal trade, then our trade might improve with Iran because their goods are better than Pakistan’s.” Overall, Iran-Afghan economic activities can be compatible with U.S. goals in Afghanistan, especially as the country’s economy faces an uncertain future after the 2016 drawdown.

Iran’s Anti-U.S. Policies in Afghanistan

Iran’s general approach toward Afghanistan has aligned with overall U.S. objectives. However, not all of Iran’s activities have been positive for the United States. While initially welcoming American involvement in Afghanistan under the Khatami government, Iran has increasingly grown resentful and weary of the U.S. military presence on its doorstep. This has been exacerbated by increasing U.S.-Iran tensions over the nuclear program. In general, the Islamic Republic—particularly the Revolutionary Guards—opposes any sort of American military presence in Iran’s neighborhood.

Specifically, Iran fears that U.S. military forces in Afghanistan can be used against its nuclear facilities. In addition, Tehran has accused the United States of using Afghan territory for espionage and sabotage activities against Iran. The Iranian government claims that the U.S. Predator drone that crashed in Iran in December 2011 entered Iranian airspace via Afghanistan.

Therefore, it is not surprising that Iran has vigorously opposed a long-term U.S. military presence in Afghanistan. The Iranian government attempted to sabotage the U.S.-Afghan strategic agreement, which provides a long-term framework for cooperation after the U.S. drawdown, by pressuring the Afghan Parliament as well as the Karzai government directly.

Tehran has attempted to achieve its aims through financial means; the Iranian government has provided Karzai and his staff millions of dollars in cash over the years.
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Iran also funds many Afghan politicians and nongovernmental organizations, including Afghan religious figures. According to one former Afghan government official, Iran has provided funding to a number of other prominent Afghan figures, including Mohammed Fahim, a powerful warlord and the Afghan Vice President. Another former Afghan official we interviewed claimed that Iran distributes money to Afghans in order to buy their support for even narrower objectives, such as showing support for Iran’s Quds Day (Jerusalem Day) celebration, which marks the Islamic Republic’s goal of “liberating” Palestine from the Israeli occupation. According to this official, “No matter who it is, dollars can buy them. Now everyone is getting paid, even though Iran is in economic crisis. They pay everyone.”

Iranian pressure on the Afghan government, however, does not always produce the desired results. Tehran failed to persuade Kabul to reject the U.S.-Afghan strategic agreement, which was signed on May 2, 2012. And it is unlikely that Afghanistan will succumb to Iranian pressure to prohibit a long-term, residual U.S. military presence in Afghanistan. For now, Tehran may have to accept a longer-term American and Western military presence in Afghanistan.

Iran has also worked hard to build soft influence in Afghanistan, which is at times used to the detriment of U.S. interests. This has meant Iranian support not only for economic and energy infrastructure but also for building and buttressing pro-Iranian schools, mosques, and media centers. Much of this activity centers on western and northern Afghanistan, in addition to Kabul. The Tajik and the Hazara are the main focus of Iran’s influence activities.

The Islamic Republic aims to strengthen the Shia sect in Afghanistan. In particular, Tehran wants to ensure that its revolutionary ideology becomes dominant among the Afghan Shia. Iran has built and renovated dozens of schools throughout Afghanistan. In addition, Iran has provided thousands of books to these schools; many can be considered “benign,” or not having an overt political and ideological purpose. But other educational materials distributed by Iran clearly have a political-ideological agenda. Iran’s supplying of books to Afghan schools, especially universities, could enhance its overall influence well into the future. As one Afghan leader told us, “If the books that are published in Iran are taken away, Kabul University won’t have anything else.”

Iran also appears to have possessed a political motivation in building one of the biggest madrassas in Afghanistan. The Khatam-al Nabyeen Islamic University, operated by Grand Ayatollah Muhammad Asef Mohseni, is a prominent landmark in the Afghan capital. Ayatollah Mohseni, one of the most prominent Shia jurisprudents in Afghanistan, is closely linked with Iran; his madrassa serves as a focal point of Iranian influence activities, including the promotion of velayat-e faghih. The madrassa can be used to train Afghan Shia, particularly future religious leaders, to follow and espouse the Islamic Republic’s ideology.
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Of course, not all Afghan Shia clerics follow Iran’s dictates; many appear to follow more-quietist clerics opposed to *velayat-e faghih*. However, Iran’s religious influence in Afghanistan among the Shia is significant, especially given the number of clerics with close ties to Iran. According to one senior Afghan official, “Some Shia imams, even though they live within the boundaries of Afghanistan, decided to celebrate their Eid [religious holiday] in Iran, one day later than when Afghanistan celebrates.”

Iran has also spent significant resources in building its influence within the Afghan media. It funds the Afghan Voice Agency, which, according to one source, distributes funding to other pro-Iranian media outlets. Iran also has close ties to several other Afghan television and print media outlets. According to a former Afghan official, “There are four TV stations that support Iran, such as Tamadon.” Many more Afghans appear to watch television than read newspapers; therefore, greater Iranian influence on Afghan television could mean greater Iranian influence over the Afghan population in general.

Iranian influence in Afghan media is so substantial that Persian words are often used in Pashto-language media. A successful Afghan businessman described Iran’s soft influence as such: “To me their biggest influence is cultural and educational. When I watch most of the TV channels, I don’t understand them because they use Iranian expressions. Another thing is the universities. Iran has a high influence over the universities and education centers.” Another Afghan explained that “whereas Pakistan aims to create ‘chaos’ after the drawdown, the Iranians are looking to expand their cultural presence.”

But Iran has not relied on political intrigue and soft power alone in pressuring the United States and the Afghan government. The Iranian government has also provided measured military support to Afghan insurgents fighting U.S. forces, including members of the Taliban.

### Iran’s Military Aid to Afghan Insurgents

Iran’s military aid to the Taliban has included light arms, rifled-propelled grenades (RPGs), and even military training for Taliban forces on Iranian soil. Iran’s support for Taliban insurgents has not been as extensive as its support for Shia insurgents, who inflicted thousands of casualties against U.S. forces in Iraq. Iran’s military and intelligence ties with the Taliban are also much less significant than ties to other anti-American groups such as the Lebanese Hezbollah.
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This may be in part because the Taliban is a Sunni fundamentalist group at odds with Shia Iran. But Tehran’s measured support for the Taliban may be tied to very specific goals; it could strengthen Iran’s credibility with certain Taliban factions, enhance communication with the Pashtun Afghan population, and increase leverage with the Afghan central government without excessively hurting bilateral relations. It also sends a message to the United States: in the event of a military conflict, Iran has the ability to dial up the pressure against U.S. forces in Afghanistan.

Iran’s support for Afghan insurgents may also be motivated by Iran’s own struggle with Baluchi separatist insurgents. The Sunni Baluch, residing in southeastern Iran, along the areas of Pakistan and Afghanistan bordering Iran, are one of the most oppressed of Iran’s ethnic minority groups. Even under the shah, Iranian Baluchistan was undeveloped and resisted central authority.

The Islamic Republic has responded to Baluchi socioeconomic demands with repression, especially under the presidency of Ahmadinejad. Baluchi Sunni clerics have been arrested and at times have been disappeared by security forces. Moreover, Tehran has followed a policy of Persianization, in which Farsi-speaking Iranians are placed in large Baluchi cities such as Zahedan.

In recent years, Iranian Baluchistan has experienced a rise in violence. Jundallah, a Sunni extremist Baluchi insurgent group, has been responsible for dozens of attacks against Iranian officials and soldiers, including a suicide bombing in the city of Pishin, which killed several senior Revolutionary Guard commanders.

The Iranian government has consistently claimed that the Baluchi insurgents, including Jundallah, are supported by the United States, in addition to Israel, Saudi Arabia, and Pakistan. Supreme Leader Ayatollah Khamenei even claimed that Iran had obtained intelligence intercepts proving U.S. complicity.

There is no definitive proof that the United States has provided support to Jundallah. But it would not be far-fetched to assume that Israel or Saudi Arabia has provided support to Iranian Baluchis, along with other groups opposed to the Islamic Republic. Israel, widely suspected of carrying out sabotage attacks against Iran’s nuclear program—including assassinating Iranian scientists—has reportedly worked with Iranian Kurdish insurgents and the Mujahedin-e Khalq organization. Saudi Arabia also has a history of supporting Sunni forces arrayed against Tehran. The Iranian professor Nasser Hadian has accused Saudi Arabia of creating an insurgent “infrastructure” in minority-inhabited areas such as Baluchistan.
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Iran perceives that the United States and its proxies are supporting separatist Baluchi violence. Arming the Taliban can be viewed as the countermeasure. Regardless, the scope of Iran’s assistance to insurgent groups indicates that it is not due to rogue action. It appears, however, that Iran’s military assistance has waned in recent years. This could be due to a number of factors, including backlash from the Afghan government and growing resentment among the Afghan population from the perceived Iranian interference in Afghan affairs.

Challenges to Iranian Influence in Afghanistan

Iran is certainly an influential power in Afghanistan. Its cultural and religious ties to Afghans provide it with a natural source of leverage, more so than distant powers such as the United States, Russia, and India. Iran also maintains strong political ties to the Afghan central government, in addition to powerful militias and warlords; the Iranian and Afghan economies are also closely linked. However, it would be wrong to assume that Iran’s influence in Afghanistan is limitless. Many Afghans and even the political elite increasingly view Iran’s activities in a negative light. Specifically, Afghans appear to resent Tehran’s political pressure against Kabul and its armed support for both progovernment militias and Taliban insurgents. A number of other issues bedevil Iranian-Afghan ties, including disputes over water rights, the narcotics flow from Afghanistan, and the large Afghan refugee population in Iran, the last of which in recent years has become a particular source of contention between the two countries. While Iran may be an influential actor in Afghanistan, it will face significant constraints, even after the majority of U.S. and ISAF troops have withdrawn.

Popular Resistance to Iranian Influence

Iran is not popular among Afghanistan’s Pashtun population. Instead, many of the Afghan Pashtun look to Pakistan and Saudi Arabia for political and religious support. More-religious and extremist Afghan Sunnis—among them members of the Taliban—view Shia-dominated Iran as an abomination. Other Afghan minorities, such as the Sunni Baluchis, may be wary due to Iran’s poor treatment of its own Sunni minorities, including its own Baluchis.

But even Iran’s closest allies, the Shia Hazara, have doubts about Iran’s intentions and influence. Many appear to be resistant to the Islamic Republic’s revolutionary ideology and model of velayat-e faghih. Young Hazara, in particular, are more likely to be drawn to Iran’s youth culture, which is often at variance with the Islamic Republic’s strict social and religious norms. The Hazara, a relatively well-educated population, may be under no illusion as to the popularity and even viability of the Islamic Republic.

Even the Hazara political elite, including powerful militia leaders, may be resistant to Iran’s influence. It appears that Hazara political parties have put some distance between themselves and Tehran. This is probably due to a desire to appear as an independent and indigenous Afghan religious and ethnic group not beholden to foreign powers. But some Hazara leaders
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may also resent Tehran’s often-heavy hand in Afghan affairs. One influential Afghan we inter-
viewed said: “I think some of the political leaders from the time of Jihad who are Shia and sup-
porters of Hazara are less attracted to Iran.”73 It is therefore very possible that Iran no longer
exercises the kind of influence among the Shia as it did in the Mujahideen era.

The Hazara have developed a political base and network independent of Tehran, and
many of them disapprove of the Islamic Republic as a theocratic political system. One influ-
ential Afghan analyst stated that Iran “invested heavily on the Hazara by taking them to the
religious schools of Iran, hoping that they will become pairaw-e-velayat-e-faqeh [followers of
the Islamist system of Iran]. However, over time they turned into the most secular individuals
Iran had ever encountered instead of becoming what the Iranians had hoped for.”74

Furthermore, the Hazara have developed close ties to the United States. According to a
former senior Afghan official, “Shiites see themselves as needed by Americans. They are closer
to America than Iran.”75 The Hazara political leadership is unlikely to depend on its ties to Iran
alone, but will look to the United States and the West for support as well.

In addition to skepticism from key sections of the Afghan population, Iran also faces fric-
tion with its neighbor over a number of other issues; disputes over water flows from Afghan-
istan to Iran is one of the most serious.

**Water Disputes**

Water disputes between Iran and Afghanistan are a constant source of tension, dating to the
19th century. Both countries suffer from a shortage of water, particularly Iran. The eastern
Iranian provinces bordering Afghanistan are particularly water challenged.76 Disputes have
centered mostly on the Helmand River, which flows into the Iranian province of Sistan-
Baluchistan and is an important water source for populations in both countries. Exacerbated
by drought, water-sharing disputes will likely remain a significant sticking point between
Tehran and Kabul.

Following more than a century of disputes over the Helmand’s water supply, Iran and
Afghanistan signed an accord in 1973, which established a means of regulating each country’s
use of the river.77 The deal was not be fully implemented, however, due to unrest in Afghan-
istan and the Iranian Revolution. According to Iranian officials, based on the 1973 Helmand
treaty, Iran should receive an annual share of 820 million cubic meters from the Helmand.78
On the other hand, some Afghans, including a member of parliament, accuse Iran of taking
more water than it is entitled to.79
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Afghans at times have intentionally completely cut off the Helmand's flow into Iran.\textsuperscript{80} Especially vulnerable to Afghan overuse of the Helmand are the almost one million Iranians living near Sistan-Baluchistan's Hamun Lakes, which are fed by the river; local residents rely on the lakes for drinking water, agriculture, and fishing.\textsuperscript{81} The locals depend on the lakes to such an extent that, in 2001, residents were forced to abandon 124 villages when the lake dried up as a result of drought.\textsuperscript{82}

Afghan development projects have exacerbated the dispute over the Helmand. Iran is concerned that water flow will be constricted further as dams are built to boost Afghanistan's agriculture sector. Meanwhile, Afghan officials accuse Iran of aiding antigovernment insurgents in order to block construction of the dams.\textsuperscript{83} The Kamal Khan Dam in Nimroz Province is one such project. Iran is concerned that the dam will limit water flow into Sistan-Baluchistan.\textsuperscript{84} In 2011, a captured Taliban commander claimed that Iran had offered him $50,000 to sabotage the dam.\textsuperscript{85} Afghan officials also claim that Iran seeks to prevent the construction of the Bakhsh Abad Dam in Afghanistan's Farah Province.\textsuperscript{86}

A dispute has also arisen in recent years over the Harirud, which flows from Herat into Iran's Khorasan-e Razavi Province. Around 3.4 million Iranians, including the residents of the large city of Mashhad, rely on the Harirud for water.\textsuperscript{87} There, India is involved in the construction of the Salma Dam. While Iran has been accused of attempts to disrupt this project, its overall desire to cooperate with India may temper its reaction during the construction phase.\textsuperscript{88}

Unresolved water disputes between the two countries can also affect overall economic relations. A senior Afghan official said: “Iran wants to help us through Bandar Abbas, but there are some conditions to it. For example, the issue that Iran wants to solve is the waters of Afghanistan that go to Iran.”\textsuperscript{89}

**Narcotics Challenge**

Iran has one of the highest rates of drug use in the world.\textsuperscript{90} According to Islamic Republic statistics, approximately two million Iranians are addicted to drugs, especially to heroin and other opiates.\textsuperscript{91} Afghanistan, the world’s biggest producer of opium, is the primary source of Iran’s drug problem. Iran is Afghanistan’s easiest route to lucrative markets in Europe and beyond.
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Hence, much of the Afghan narcotics trade goes through Iran’s 936-kilometer porous border with Iran. A current senior Afghan official claimed that “forty percent of the opium that goes through Iran is consumed in Iran.”92 Iran’s deteriorating economy has no doubt compounded its drug problem. Iranian youths, who make up the majority of Iran’s population, face unemployment and economic stagnation; without much hope, many are attracted to drugs as a temporary solution or escape.93

Tehran does not have the resources to completely stop the flow of drugs through its territory, although it expends a great deal of effort. According to the UN, Iran seizes more heroin and opiates than any other country in the world.94 It has posted thousands of law enforcement and Revolutionary Guard forces along the border, and has even built walls and trenches along much of the area.95 The Iranian government claims that more than 3,700 of its forces have been killed and 12,000 injured in clashes with drug smugglers over the past three decades.96

According to captured insurgents, the Taliban derives the majority of its funding from poppy proceeds.97 As of 2008, that amounted to around $50 million per year.98 Despite initial successes following its 2008 efforts to counter poppy cultivation, ISAF has ultimately been unsuccessful in stemming drug production in Afghanistan. According to the UN, poppy cultivation in Afghanistan has increased for three years in a row, and the country provides 75 percent of the world’s supply of heroin.99

To date Iran and Western forces in Afghanistan have not fully worked together to counter narcotics. The main reason for this appears to be U.S.-Iran tensions surrounding the nuclear program. However, Iran has been a significant part of the effort to counter the Afghan drug trade. Since 2008, Tehran has housed the Joint Planning Cell of the Triangular Initiative, a UN-facilitated forum in which Iran, Pakistan, and Afghanistan share intelligence regarding drug trafficking and carry out joint interdiction operations.100

Despite these joint efforts, however, Iran and Afghanistan do not always see eye to eye on the issue. Tehran regularly complains about the drug trade, often insinuating that this is due to Kabul’s inattention or unwillingness to address the issue.101 But it may be that Kabul does not have adequate resources to do much about border security.

And to be sure, corruption in both Iran and Afghanistan is a major issue. The Karzai government has been roundly criticized for corrupt practices, including associations with the drug trade at the highest level.102 In Iran, there are indications that some government officials may
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be involved in the drug trade as well. The U.S. Treasury Department has said that Revolutionary Guard officers are involved in the distribution and sale of narcotics.\footnote{Samuel Rubenfeld, “Treasury Sanctions Iranian General for Afghan Heroin Trafficking,” \textit{The Wall Street Journal}, March 7, 2012.}

It would not be surprising if major elements of the Revolutionary Guards are profiting from narcotics. Iranian officials, including the now-imprisoned reformist leader Mehdi Karroubi, have accused the guards of being involved in illicit activities.\footnote{\textit{Hameh kesani ke be sepah esteham zadanad” [“All the People Who Accused the Revolutionary Guards”], \textit{Mehr News Magazine}, February 28, 2013.} According to Karroubi, the guards command dozens of jetties through which they control smuggling. Other officials, including Ahmadinejad (once closely associated with the Revolutionary Guards), have also hinted at their involvement in illicit activities.\footnote{Alireza Nader, “Ahmadinejad vs. the Revolutionary Guards,” \textit{The Iran Primer}, United States Institute of Peace, July 11, 2011.}

Despite these challenges, a joint Iranian-Afghan-American effort (including other partners from ISAF) does have the potential to put a dent in the drug trade. The central governments in Iran and Afghanistan are broadly in support of drug eradication, despite the level of corruption in both countries.

When asked about Iran’s interests regarding Afghan drug production, a former Afghan official remarked: “I think the drug economy in Afghanistan will be expanding. The issue of drugs between Afghanistan and the U.S. will be elevated because we will have more production of drugs for export. Therefore there will be a corresponding reaction from Iran on that issue.”\footnote{Former senior Afghan official, interview with the authors, January 1, 2013.}

\section*{Refugee Issues}

The status of Afghan refugees in Iran will continue to be a source of tension between Tehran and Kabul following the ISAF withdrawal. According to the UN, Iran houses 868,200 Afghan refugees.\footnote{Ami Sedghi, “UNHCR 2012 Refugee Statistics: Full Data,” \textit{The Guardian}, June 19, 2013.} However, this number accounts only for those who are documented, so the number is likely much higher. After Pakistan, Iran has taken in more Afghan refugees than any other country in the world.

Around 70 percent of Afghan refugees in Iran are Hazara and Tajiks.\footnote{“Afghan Refugees in Iran & Pakistan,” European Resettlement Network, 2013.} Most live in urban areas, with only 3 percent living in refugee settlements.\footnote{Ibid.} Refugees began flooding into Iran in the late 1970s following the Afghan revolution and the subsequent Soviet invasion of Afghanistan.\footnote{Arne Strand, Astri Shurke, and Kristian Berg Harpviken, \textit{Afghan Refugees in Iran: From Refugee Emergency to Migration Management}, Oslo: Chr. Michelsen Institute, June 2004.}
Relative to today, refugees were originally treated well by the Islamic Republic. Afghans were allowed to settle anywhere they found work, were provided health care and subsidized food, and their children were provided basic education. Following a brief period of repatriation in 1992 and 1993—after the collapse of Afghanistan’s communist government—refugees began returning to Iran once the Taliban took over Afghanistan in 1994. A large portion of this second wave consisted of undocumented immigrants.

In the past decade, the status of Afghan refugees in Iran has deteriorated significantly as a result of both public resentment and government policy. As the Iranian economy has deteriorated—especially in the face of international sanctions—many Iranians appear to resent Afghans, whom they accuse of stealing scarce jobs. The Iranian government also has taken an increasingly hard line against undocumented Afghans. From April to mid-June 2007, Iran deported more than 100,000 undocumented Afghan immigrants—a drastic increase compared with the deportations in all of 2006—fewer than 150,000. In 2012, Iranian officials stated plans to repatriate 900,000 Afghan refugees by 2015.

In Afghanistan, protests have erupted in recent years in response to the poor treatment and, at times, physical abuse of Afghans at the hands of Iranian authorities. There have even been instances of legal refugees being deported. Furthermore, many Afghans in Iran complain that their children are now prevented from receiving an education. And in some cities, officials have prevented Afghans from entering public parks. As of the end of 2012, 19 of Iran’s 31 provinces were designated as no-go areas for Afghans by the Iranian government.

Due to the poor situation for Afghan refugees in Iran, some have begun moving on to Turkey. According to the UN, as of February 2013, most of the 20,000 Afghan refugees living in Turkey had come in recent months.

The Iranian government frequently uses the refugee issue as a means of pressuring the Afghan government. In 2012, an Afghan official complained that Iran’s ambassador to Kabul had warned him that Iran would rapidly deport Afghan refugees if Karzai signed a security pact with the United States. As Afghanistan signed the agreement, it met with Iranian and
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UN officials in January 2013 to plan for the voluntary repatriation of 100,000 Afghan refugees by March 2014.\textsuperscript{124} Iran is unlikely to follow through on its repeated threats to deport vast numbers of Afghan refugees. Doing so would greatly harm Iran-Afghan relations. It is estimated that around $500 million per year is injected into Afghanistan’s economy in the form of remittances from Iran; mass deportations would have a disastrous impact on Afghans’ livelihood.\textsuperscript{125} Some Afghans have expressed hope that the plight of refugees in Iran will improve in light of Rouhani’s election.\textsuperscript{126} Some also likely would prefer to stay in Iran rather than return to an Afghanistan transitioning into an uncertain post-2016 environment.\textsuperscript{127}

In conclusion, Iran maintains significant cultural, political, and economic influence in Afghanistan, which can be used to protect Iranian interests after the U.S. drawdown. These interests include thwarting Taliban domination of Afghanistan, countering the flow of narcotics, and protecting Iran’s claims to water resources. Depending on the nature of U.S.-Iran relations at the time, Iran could also attempt to undermine any residual U.S. military presence in Afghanistan. However, Iran’s influence should not be exaggerated. Iranian influence is constrained by Afghan popular resistance to what is often viewed as Iranian interference in Afghan affairs. Even important Iranian partners such as the Hazara are wary of Iranian intentions.

\textsuperscript{125} Strand, Shurke, and Harpviken, 2004.
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CHAPTER THREE

Iran and Other Powers in Afghanistan

As the Islamic Republic of Iran prepares for the withdrawal of U.S. forces and ISAF from Afghanistan in 2016, the strategy it pursues will be influenced in large part by the actions of Pakistan, India, and Russia. While the new Iranian president, Hassan Rouhani, has promised to usher in an era of nonconfrontational and constructive relations with nations both near and far, the extent to which Tehran will cooperate or clash with Islamabad, New Delhi, and Moscow in Afghanistan depends on the nature of the broader relations it holds with these governments and, in turn, their relations with the United States and each other.

The post-ISAF withdrawal strategy of Pakistan, the state most involved in Afghanistan in recent decades, will shape the course of action that Iran and India take in the country. Both governments intend to limit Pakistani influence over the Kabul administration as a means of containing Islamabad’s regional power. If the security situation in Afghanistan were to worsen, Iran-Pakistan relations likely would deteriorate, as each would revert to backing their respective allied militant groups. In the event of a peaceful transition following the troop withdrawal, Iran and Pakistan would be inclined, in the short term, to maintain their current state of cordial relations, largely due to the latter’s need for Iranian energy resources to help overcome crippling electricity shortages. In the long term, however, Iran’s increasingly close relations with India, as well as sectarian and ethnic tensions between Tehran and Islamabad, could strain relations.

The trajectory of India-Iran cooperation in Afghanistan is set to follow the steady trend of strengthened bilateral ties. Barring open conflict between Iran and India’s Arab allies in the Persian Gulf, the two countries are most likely to become closer. This is due to a broad alignment in interests. Since India continues to develop and since energy-rich Iran remains desperate to reach outside markets—coupled with their shared desire to balance against Pakistan—each state would ultimately benefit from an increase in regional influence of the other. This is likely to remain the case despite Washington’s efforts to limit New Delhi’s ties with Tehran.

Russian activities in Afghanistan will continue to closely align with Iranian and Indian objectives. All four countries have a strong interest in countering the spread of Sunni extremism in the region. Pakistan, on the other hand, has historically supported Sunni extremist groups as a means of maintaining strategic depth and pressuring India. The Kremlin is interested in limiting Pakistan’s influence in Afghanistan as Islamabad works closely there with China, Russia’s competitor for economic and political power in Central Asia.

Russian-Iranian relations, however, are unlikely to prove as steady as Iran’s ties with India. Tehran is wary of Moscow’s intentions regarding a range of issues. Moreover, as energy resource exporters, both countries are potential competitors in the global energy market, and
thus Russia prefers to see Iran remain a junior partner isolated in the international community. Nevertheless, Iran’s marriage of convenience with the Russians in Afghanistan and Central Asia will hold given common security concerns.

**Iran and Pakistan**

Iran’s relations with Pakistan can be characterized as a complex mix of cooperation and peer rivalry. In recent years, political ties between the two countries have improved over trade and energy issues; they also cooperate intermittently on border security. At the same time, tensions continue to exist over religious sectarian issues. As the two continue to compete for political influence in Afghanistan as a means of securing their respective security and economic interests, Pakistan’s activities will be a key determinant of Iran’s strategy. An increase in unrest brought about by a precipitous withdrawal of ISAF troops from Afghanistan would complicate relations. In the near term, however, tensions will likely be tempered by Pakistan’s reliance on Iran for energy.

Iran’s relations with Pakistan and India in the mid-20th century were the mirror image of that which exists today. Whereas Tehran now sees New Delhi as a natural partner, it maintained much closer ties with Islamabad throughout most of the Cold War. Iran’s last shah, Mohammad Reza Pahlavi, was the first world leader to recognize Pakistan as an independent country in 1947, and he strengthened relations with the new state following the Indian government’s decision to support Iran’s Egyptian rival, Gamal Abdel Nasser. Bilateral relations were further improved by the 1955 Baghdad Pact, which brought both Iran and Pakistan into the anti-Soviet bloc allied with the United States.

Iran later interceded on Pakistan’s behalf during the latter’s conflicts with India in 1965 and 1971, providing diplomatic and financial support. Throughout the 1970s, the two countries’ militaries and intelligence agencies also cooperated closely to counter the shared threat of Baluchi nationalism. Concerned over the potential effects on Iran’s own Baluchi minority, the shah assisted in putting down a separatist insurgency in Pakistan’s Baluchistan province.

The 1979 Iranian Revolution greatly altered the nature of Iran-Pakistan relations, transforming the two countries into rivals rather than partners. While Pakistan remained neutral during the Iran-Iraq War, which threatened the fledgling Islamic Republic’s existence, Ayatollah Ruhollah Khomeini’s efforts to export the Iranian revolution fueled tensions in Pakistan between its Sunni majority and sizable Shia minority. Coinciding with the Pakistani leader Muhammad Zia-ul-Haq’s efforts to Islamize the country—an effort that Pakistan’s Shia feared would strengthen Sunni extremists—and Saudi funding of Sunni fundamentalist schools, the
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period from the early 1980s to the mid-1990s has been described by the analyst Alex Vatanka as the “zenith of the Islamic Republic’s championing of Shia militancy in Pakistan.”

In 1986, Khomeini issued a fatwa instructing the Iranian government to protect Pakistan’s Shia, which led to the founding of Shia extremist groups such as Tehrik-e-Jafaria. Meanwhile, anti-Shia groups such as the Sepah-e Sahaba began to sprout, targeting Shia doctors, businessmen, and intellectuals. The Iran-Pakistan rivalry intensified further following the 1989 Soviet withdrawal from Afghanistan. In the ensuing civil war, the Pakistani-backed Taliban fought the Iranian-supported Northern Alliance, with the former eventually gaining control over 90 percent of Afghanistan.

Despite the Sunni-Shia violence inside Pakistan and the rivalry in Afghanistan, Islamabad and Tehran maintained ties during the late 1980s and 1990s. Perhaps surprisingly, this period of tension coincided with cooperation between Pakistan and Iran in the field of nuclear technology. The two countries are believed to have signed a nuclear cooperation agreement in 1986, and several Iranian scientists received training in Pakistan in 1988. Meanwhile, the A. Q. Khan network was supplying centrifuge technology for uranium enrichment to the Islamic Republic.

Current Economic and Diplomatic Relations
Ties between Iran and Pakistan have improved over the last decade—driven by political transformations in Tehran as well as economic factors—although tensions could increase over Afghanistan and sectarian issues as well as Iran’s closer relations with India.

Following his 1997 election, the reformist president Mohammad Khatami’s diplomatic outreach helped pave the way for his December 2002 trip to Islamabad, which marked the first time an Iranian leader had visited Pakistan in a decade. Two years later, the two countries signed a preferential trade agreement, which led to a boost in economic ties. The trade balance has remained in Iran’s favor, with Pakistan importing $572 million in goods in 2010-
2011, mostly in the form of petroleum, chemical compounds, and machinery.\textsuperscript{13} During the same period, Iran imported $162 million in Pakistani goods, mainly rice, fruit, and cotton.

Pakistan’s debilitating energy shortage has played a significant role in drawing it closer to Iran, with parts of the country having significantly relied on Iranian electricity since 2002.\textsuperscript{14} Key to fulfilling Pakistan’s energy needs is the $1.5 billion Iran-Pakistan pipeline, which is intended to transport natural gas from Iran’s South Pars gas field to Pakistan’s Baluchistan and Sindh provinces.\textsuperscript{15} After years of delay—due in part to U.S. pressure on Pakistan to back out of the deal—the two countries signed a $7.6 billion agreement in March 2010, covering pipeline construction as well as Iran’s provision of 750 million cubic feet of gas per day upon completion.\textsuperscript{16} Further illustrating the Islamic Republic’s strong interest in pursuing the project, the Ahmadinejad government announced in January 2013 that Iran would lend Pakistan $250 million in assistance for the construction of the Pakistani portion of the pipeline.\textsuperscript{17}

According to the deal, the pipeline was expected to be operational by December 2014, with Pakistan anticipating annual royalties ranging anywhere from $500 to 600 million.\textsuperscript{18} In December 2013, however, officials from the new Rouhani government announced that Iran would not be providing Pakistan with the loan due to financial strain resulting from sanctions.\textsuperscript{19} Iran’s deputy oil minister also complained that the pipeline would likely not be operational for another four years due to delays on the Pakistani side. It remains to be seen whether Iran would again offer financing if sanctions were eased.

In any event, some Iranian and Pakistani analysts have remained skeptical throughout the project’s lifetime. They believe that Islamabad’s recent expressions of eagerness to pursue the deal were simply a political stunt by President Asif Ali Zardari and his supporters to gain popularity with an electorate angry over electricity shortages. Iranians also fear that Pakistan would be quick to drop the project if presented with lucrative incentives from the United States.\textsuperscript{20}

Despite efforts by both countries to maintain strong economic ties, international sanctions on Iran have had a negative impact on bilateral trade, which dropped from $1.3 billion in 2009 to $735 million in 2011, largely as a result of U.S. efforts to prevent oil-related transactions with the Islamic Republic.\textsuperscript{21} Islamabad and Tehran have attempted to mitigate the impact with workarounds. In 2012, for instance, Iran agreed to barter oil, metals, and fertilizer for foodstuffs from Pakistan as a means of bypassing sanctions and to counter the effects of
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Pakistani rice traders were greatly benefiting from this situation until India regained its position as Iran’s main source of rice imports the following year.

Although Pakistan relies on Iran for energy, the two countries could find themselves at odds in the future over their ports in Gwadar (Arabian Sea) and Chabahar (Gulf of Oman). Lying only approximately 100 miles (161 kilometers) apart, Pakistan’s Gwadar and Iran’s Chabahar are both set to be major transshipment hubs for products moving in and out of Central Asia. The extent to which the ports become a source of tension may depend on whether Pakistan deems Indian involvement in developing Chabahar, which India plans to use as a conduit for goods to Afghanistan and Central Asia, to be part of an effort to limit Islamabad’s economic and military presence in the region. For Pakistan, Gwadar provides its navy with strategic depth because it is located farther away than the port of Karachi from India’s naval bases in Gujrat and Mumbai.

Gwadar also provides an opportunity for Pakistan to increase its military ties with China: Beijing plans to use the port as a base for its navy, allowing it to bypass the Strait of Malacca and perhaps one day station its forces close to the strategic Strait of Hormuz. As of yet, however, Pakistan and Iran have not expressed concern over a potential rivalry stemming from activities at Gwadar and Chabahar. In fact, in addition to assisting in the construction of an oil refinery in Gwadar, Iran is developing the port’s power grid. The two countries even have discussed connecting the ports.

Border stability represents another avenue of cooperation between Iran and Pakistan. With the entirety of their more-than-800-kilometer-long shared border inhabited by Baluchis, Tehran and Islamabad are concerned over their respective Baluchi insurgencies as well as the drug trafficking that helps fund them. Since 2002, the Pakistani-Iranian Joint Ministerial Commission has been meeting to discuss these issues.

Despite their ethnic affiliation, Baluchi populations in each country hold varying grievances, and the nature of their insurgencies differ. In Pakistan, Baluchi insurgents generally are ethnic nationalists whose grievances revolve around lack of development in spite of the resource richness of their province. On the Iranian side of the border, the Baluchi insurgency...
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has taken on a jihadist, anti-Shia tone in response to the Islamic Republic's discrimination against Iran's Sunnis, of which Baluchis compose a large portion.30

A shared Baluchi threat, however, has not prevented diplomatic spats from arising between Iran and Pakistan, with Tehran criticizing Islamabad for not cracking down extensively enough on the Baluchi jihadist group Jundallah's bases located on the latter's side of the border. In 2009, following a high-profile Jundallah bombing in Iran's Sistan-Baluchistan province that killed several senior members of the Revolutionary Guards, Iran closed its border crossing to Pakistan for several months.31 Then-President Ahmadinejad openly accused “certain officials in Pakistan” of supporting the insurgents on behalf of the United States.32 Tensions eased as a result of the February 2010 capture of the Jundallah chief Abdolmalek Rigi, probably due to the assistance of Pakistani intelligence.33 But the March 2014 kidnapping of Iranian soldiers by Pakistan-based Baluchi insurgents brought tensions between Iran and Pakistan to a new high.

Afghanistan likely will remain the greatest source of competition between Iran and Pakistan. Despite close economic cooperation, mutual suspicion exists over developments there. According to Ahmed Rashid, “Whatever their official line might be, beneath the surface the intelligence agencies of both these countries are extreme rivals.”34 This is a result of divergent interests, rendering “leverage within Afghan politics . . . a zero-sum game.”35

Islamabad worries, for instance, that a strong anti-Pakistani government in Kabul would begin asserting itself over the Durand Line issue, a border dispute between the two countries that remained dormant during Taliban rule.36 Iran, on the other hand, fears the return to rule of the Pakistani-backed Taliban. Since NATO forces ousted the Taliban government in 2001, the Pakistani city of Quetta has served as its capital in exile.37 Meanwhile, Iran and Pakistan both compete for the hearts and minds of Afghanistan's educated class by offering study opportunities in their respective centers of learning.38

In the end, however, Afghanistan is more central to Pakistan's core national interests than it is to Iran's.39 Whereas Iran has direct access to Central Asian markets through its border with Turkmenistan, Pakistan's most direct route goes through Afghanistan.40 Pakistan also sees Afghanistan as an essential means of maintaining “strategic depth” in its rivalry with India. Meanwhile, Iran will likely continue placing most of its focus on projecting power in
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the Middle East and the Arab world. As a result, according to a former senior Afghan official, Pakistan’s security role in Afghanistan is expected to increase relative to Iran following the ISAF withdrawal. Other Afghan officials and experts also foresee Pakistan’s economic influence in the country surpassing Iran’s.

This rivalry notwithstanding, neither country’s interests would be served by intensified conflict in Afghanistan, which would result in increased refugee flows. According to data published in 2012 by the United Nations High Commissioner for Refugees, Pakistan has taken in more refugees than any other country in the world, followed by Iran. A return to civil war in Afghanistan likely would exacerbate sectarian tensions in the region as well, with Iran backing its Shia allies and Pakistan backing Sunni militants.

A sustained increase in sectarian attacks inside Pakistan also could affect ties between Tehran and Islamabad, although officials in both countries would probably attempt to downplay its impact. In recent years, Tehran has prioritized cordial ties with Islamabad over defending Pakistan’s besieged Shias. Vatanka maintains, “Those in charge of the Islamic Republic engage in a clear attempt to paint relations as healthy and to brush aside any factors that might complicate ties.” This comes at the cost of upsetting interest groups in both countries. Pakistani Shia activists report being disappointed by the lack of Iranian pressure on the Islamabad government to protect them. Meanwhile, Iranian clerics and the media criticize Iran’s government for not doing enough to protect their Shia brethren. For instance, Iranian news outlets have referred to the Pakistani town of Parachinar as “a second Gaza” because of the violence perpetrated by Sunni extremists against its Shia population. While Iranian officials decry the violence, they usually target their criticism toward the U.S. and Saudi governments in order not to upset ties with Pakistan. Iranian leaders may find it difficult to deflect criticism if sectarian violence worsens, however.

Pakistani popular sentiment as a whole could also limit ties. In a 2012 Zogby poll of the Muslim world, 71 percent of Pakistani respondents reported holding an unfavorable attitude
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toward Iran, and only 26 percent thought relations should become closer. Views differed markedly among Sunnis and Shias, however, signifying the great sectarian divide in the country. While only 10 percent of Pakistani Sunnis held a favorable view toward Iran, 94 percent of Shias did. In fact, 81 percent of Shias supported the Iranian government over the anti-Ahmadinejad Green Movement, while the same proportion of Sunnis identified with the protesters.

**Future Trends**

In the near term, increased U.S. tensions with Pakistan, including over drone strikes and other counterterrorism activities, may push Islamabad closer to Tehran. While Iran is not popular among the Pakistani populace, anti-American sentiment is higher in Pakistan than in any other country in the Muslim world, with 94 percent of Pakistanis holding unfavorable views toward the United States. Iranian officials have played on this sentiment. For instance, in May 2013, Ahmadinejad told a meeting of Pakistani officials that “Pakistan’s enemies will be considered the enemy of Iran.”

Additionally, the more Islamabad has seen its relations with Washington deteriorate, the more it has counted on Iran for its electricity needs. The United States is keen to provide alternatives to Iranian energy, with plans to complete a project in 2013 to provide 900 megawatts of electricity to approximately two million Pakistanis. However, this source of leverage would decrease if Pakistan’s electrical grid and energy market were to become more integrated with Iran’s.

Over the long term, serious issues remain between Iran and Pakistan. The ISAF withdrawal from Afghanistan could increase tensions between Iran and Pakistan if it resulted in further instability; the presence of Western troops in Afghanistan has been the main reason for the abatement of the proxy battle between the Pakistani-backed Taliban and the Northern Alliance supported by Iran.

Therefore, with regards to Afghanistan, it is not in Washington’s interest to undermine Iran-Pakistan relations. Cooperation between Tehran and Islamabad is essential in dealing with challenges such as drug trafficking and repatriation of refugees, both of which are important factors in maintaining regional stability.

In the event of a stable Afghanistan, the nature of Iran-India cooperation in Afghanistan will influence how Pakistan evaluates its relations with the Islamic Republic. Pakistan most likely will look to its partnership with China as a means of competing with Iranian and Indian projects in Afghanistan. Moreover, if Iran were to escape its current isolation and become less reliant on Pakistan—for instance, in the event of a resolution to its nuclear dispute—officials
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in Tehran could feel more emboldened to criticize Islamabad over sectarian issues or the activities of anti-Iran insurgents in Pakistan’s Baluchistan province.

**Iran and India**

Relations with India have proven to be an important means for Iran to escape international isolation. The two powers share historical and cultural links; Persian was at one time the language of the Moghul court in India, and Bollywood has been a source of influence in Iranian society for some time. In addition, both countries are important members of the Non-aligned Movement and see themselves as developing countries escaping the bonds of past Western imperialism and colonialism.

As one of the world’s largest developing economies, India’s appetite for energy resources has ensured that New Delhi maintains close ties with Tehran despite U.S. pressure. Coupled with a shared interest in countering Pakistan’s regional influence, economic factors will continue to push the two countries closer together over the long term. In Afghanistan, India’s cooperation with Iran is mainly premised on its rivalry with Pakistan and its need for an alternate route to Central Asian markets. India also seeks to balance against China, which is close to Pakistan and active in Central Asia.

Iran’s relations with New Delhi were limited by Tehran’s close ties with Islamabad prior to the 1979 Iranian Revolution. Indian foreign policy during the Cold War, though officially neutral, tended to tilt in favor of the Soviet Union, while Iran and Pakistan were both part of the bloc composing the anti-Soviet Central Treaty Organization (CENTO). Iran-India ties also suffered following the latter’s support for the shah’s Egyptian rival, Nasser, during the 1950s and 1960s. Meanwhile, Iran sided with Pakistan on its dispute with India over Kashmir.

Two factors dramatically altered Iran-India relations: the Iranian Revolution and the end of the Cold War. As the rise of Khomeini strained Tehran-Islamabad relations, India’s ties with Iran improved. This was in spite of the Islamic Republic’s continued criticism of Indian actions in Kashmir. The Soviet Union’s collapse, and the eventual dominance of the Taliban in Afghanistan, provided further impetus for India to cooperate with Iran in supporting the Northern Alliance as a means of countering Pakistan’s regional activities.

Within the last two decades, Iran-India ties have overtaken Iran’s ties with Pakistan—despite stabilization in Tehran’s relations with Islamabad over the past decade. The change in balance began with Prime Minister Narasimha Rao’s visit to Tehran in 1993, which “marked an important landmark” in the development of bilateral relations, and was intended to drive a wedge further between Iran and Pakistan. In April 2001, India and Iran signed a memorandum of understanding on defense cooperation, and two years later, Iranian President Khatami was invited to New Delhi, where the two countries’ leaders announced a “vision of a strategic partnership.”

When describing the nature of Iran-India ties, officials in both countries have long spoken of a shared cultural heritage dating back centuries. Following Rouhani’s June 2013 election as
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Iran’s president, Indian Prime Minister Manmohan Singh reiterated that Iran and India “enjoy deep historical and civilizational links which have provided a strong foundation for [their] broad-based and mutually beneficial relationship.” In this vein, India has striven to cultivate its Shia connection to Iran. Importantly for Iran-India ties, Indian Shias are active members of the political elite, holding high-ranking positions in most of the dominant political parties. Furthermore, India sees Iran as an influential Islamic state that can counter Pakistan’s anti-India propaganda in the Muslim world.

Current Economic and Diplomatic Relations

India’s increasing need for energy resources and its continued rivalry with Pakistan have driven New Delhi to maintain good relations with Tehran. Moreover, as a fellow member of the Non-aligned Movement, India’s foreign policy is influenced by national feelings of solidarity with the developing world. Singh’s visit to Iran to participate in the August 2012 Non-aligned Movement summit—accompanied by 250 high-ranking Indian officials—illustrated the importance that bilateral relations hold for India. For its part, as the Islamic Republic has become increasingly isolated due to international sanctions, it has come to more heavily rely on India as a source of income from oil exports. According to Elham Nouri, a visiting scholar at the Tehran-based Center for Scientific Research and Middle East Strategic Studies, India’s increasing economic and soft power benefits Iran in that India can help the Islamic Republic escape isolation from sanctions. Recognizing this, Rouhani has stated that “expanding relations with India in all areas is among the priorities” of his administration.

In addition to importing Iranian energy resources, India is interested in expanding its exports to Iran, which include tea, rice, pharmaceuticals, automobiles, electronics, spare parts, and agricultural products. In a May 2013 India-Iran Joint Economic Commission meeting, the two countries agreed to expand bilateral trade to $25 billion in the next four years. The Indian private sector’s interest in the Iranian market was highlighted in March 2012, when
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70 government officials and businesspeople traveled from India to Iran as part of a delegation of the government-backed Federation of Indian Export Organisations in an effort to boost exports from India to Iran and deepen ties with the Islamic Republic.72

It was noteworthy that this occurred less than one month after an alleged Iranian attempt on the life of an Israeli diplomat in New Delhi. India’s subdued reaction to revelations of Iranian involvement in the attack signaled the government’s desire not to disrupt other aspects of the bilateral relationship.73 Iran is also interested in attracting Indian investment. In July 2013, for instance, Iran offered three Indian companies lucrative production-sharing contracts in its energy sector.74 Additionally, Iran is seeking Indian assistance in improving its information technology networks, ports, roads, and railroads.75

Despite these overall trends, bilateral relations have experienced periods of strain in recent years as a result of India’s position on Iran’s nuclear program, a stance that is heavily influenced by U.S. pressure. At the official level, India continues to call for Iran to comply with all International Atomic Energy Agency (IAEA) and UN Security Council resolutions pertaining to its nuclear program, which include the halting of uranium enrichment.76 India’s cooperation with the United States over Iran is, however, a controversial topic within Indian politics. While India does not want to witness a nuclear-armed Iran, many within the Indian political establishment see the Iranian nuclear issue as a means of exercising India’s “strategic autonomy”—in other words, its ability to stand up to U.S. calls for New Delhi to distance itself from Tehran.77

Nevertheless, U.S. pressure has impacted Iran-India relations in the past. In 2005, at the start of talks between Washington and New Delhi over developing India’s civil nuclear industry, the U.S. Congress made clear that it saw approval of a U.S.-India nuclear deal as tied to Indian cooperation over countering Iran’s nuclear progress.78 Acquiescing to U.S. demands, in February 2006, India voted in favor of referring the Iranian nuclear file to the UN Security Council. Iran lashed out, claiming that the U.S.-India civil nuclear deal endangered the Treaty on the Non-proliferation of Nuclear Weapons.79 In 2009, India also voted in favor of an IAEA resolution censuring Iran’s nuclear program.80 Iran showed its displeasure by resuming criticism of Indian policies in Kashmir, an activity from which it had refrained since the 1990s.81

Sanctions on Iran also have complicated its economic and energy relations with India, as officials in Tehran have expressed frustration with what they see as New Delhi’s succumbing to pressure from Washington. During his March 2013 trip to India, Iran’s Speaker of Parliament Ali Larijani expressed that there had developed “major differences” between India and
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the Islamic Republic as a result of a backlog in oil payments owed to Iran.\textsuperscript{82} And in a May 2013 televised debate, Ali Akbar Velayati, a presidential candidate and foreign policy adviser to Supreme Leader Khamenei, argued that India and China had been using the sanctions to take advantage of Iran, with each holding around $30 billion of Iran’s foreign currency reserves.\textsuperscript{83}

This is due to obstacles placed on financial transactions with Iran. When in December 2010 India yielded to U.S. pressure in not allowing Indian businesses to use the Asian Clearing Union to conduct transactions for importing oil and gas, the result was a backlog of payments to Iran as India struggled to find alternative means.\textsuperscript{84} By 2012, Iran was receiving 45 percent of its payments in rupees, and as of July 2013, India owed Iran more than $1.5 billion in unpaid oil bills, which Iran also agreed to receive in rupees.\textsuperscript{85} The piling up of rupees in Iranian bank accounts has been a boon for Indian exporters, making Iran a captive market.\textsuperscript{86}

For instance, the Iranian Health Ministry has expressed interest in importing 28 different varieties of medicine from India in order to make up for shortages indirectly caused by Western financial sanctions.\textsuperscript{87}

Sanctions once again caused a diplomatic row between Iran and India when, on August 13, 2013, the Revolutionary Guards impounded an Indian tanker it claimed was polluting the waters of the Persian Gulf.\textsuperscript{88} Iran held the tanker—carrying 140,000 tons of oil from Iraq to India—for days, demanding compensation, but the ship’s insurer was European and thus not allowed to compensate Iran because of sanctions.\textsuperscript{89}

The sanctions have also stalled projects that would help India diversify its sources of energy. For instance, a $22 billion deal signed between the two countries, in which Iran is slated to supply India with liquefied natural gas (LNG) for 25 years, is in limbo because the deal stipulates that India build an LNG plant in Iran.\textsuperscript{90} India’s on-again-off-again interest in the would-be Iran-Pakistan-India (IPI) pipeline is yet another example of the complications New Delhi has faced in increasing its economic ties to the Islamic Republic.

The IPI project, the idea of which has been floated since 1989, was originally planned to transport natural gas from Iran through Karachi and on to Delhi.\textsuperscript{91} However, India formally withdrew from the project talks in 2008. Iranian commentators at the time accused India of
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having played the “Iran card” all along in order to extract concessions from the West.\textsuperscript{92} Five years later, however, a “realization has begun to dawn in India that New Delhi is paying a high price by opting out of the IPI pipeline,” according to Reza Sanati of Florida International University’s Middle East Studies Center.\textsuperscript{93} Moreover, with U.S.-India nuclear cooperation currently stalled for a variety of reasons, one of the main sources of leverage compelling India to refrain from the IPI deal is gone.

While attempting to placate the United States, India has been trying to mitigate the impact of sanctions on its relations with Iran. Until recently, Iran had been India’s second-largest source of oil, after Saudi Arabia. Although Iran had dropped to seventh place by March 2013, and India had cut its oil imports from Iran by half in June 2013, India clearly still sees Iran as an important long-term source of energy.\textsuperscript{94} In order to make up for the challenges caused by European reinsurance companies backing out due to Western sanctions, the Indian Finance Ministry agreed in July 2013 to provide local insurance companies serving Indian refineries with $327 million in insurance guarantees to cover the refining of Iranian oil.\textsuperscript{95}

Cooperation in Afghanistan has led to a closer alignment of Iranian and Indian foreign policy, with both countries interested in a Kabul government devoid of Taliban members and independent of Pakistan. The scheduled ISAF drawdown only serves to strengthen the relationship.\textsuperscript{96} As a major part of their strategy to lessen Pakistani influence in Afghanistan, Iran and India have engaged in joint development projects in the country. Although New Delhi has shouldered a higher amount of the funding, Tehran’s participation is essential in that Iran provides India with a viable route to Central Asian markets and is India’s most feasible way of accessing Afghanistan.\textsuperscript{97} One high-profile example of Indian-Iranian collaboration in the country is the Delaram-Zaranj Highway, which India spent $84 million to construct.\textsuperscript{98} Completed in 2008, the highway connects Afghanistan’s Iranian border to the Kandahar-Herat highway. On the Iranian side, the road connects to the strategically important Chabahar port.

The port is so important to India that, in a May 2013 meeting of the India-Iran Joint Economic Commission in Tehran, New Delhi agreed to invest $100 million in a project to expand its capacity.\textsuperscript{99} In a further attempt to cement Iran’s and India’s footholds in the Afghan economy, the two countries’ leaders met with Hamid Karzai on the sidelines of the 2012 Non-aligned Movement summit in Tehran to discuss moving ahead with a plan to develop a “south-
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ern silk road,” a trade route of railroads and roads through Iran that would connect South Asia to Central Asia and the Gulf of Oman.\footnote{The Joint Working Group, comprising India, Iran, and Afghanistan, meets every three months to discuss the new route. Vijay Prashad, “Silk Road Nears an Historic Opening,” \textit{Asia Times Online}, September 12, 2012b.}

Although India and Iran have shared long-term interests in Afghanistan, the two have not seen eye to eye on everything. In western Afghanistan, for instance, India and Iran are at odds over the construction of the Salma Dam over the Harirud River. Once completed, the $200 million Indian development project will increase arable land for Afghan farmers and produce 42 megawatts of electricity.\footnote{Scott Peterson, “Why a Dam in Afghanistan Might Set Back Peace,” \textit{Christian Science Monitor}, July 30, 2013.} But it also will cut off up to 73 percent of the Harirud’s water flow into Iran, upon which population centers in eastern Iran, such as Mashhad, rely.\footnote{Ibid.} Over the years, Afghan officials have suspected Iran of sabotaging the project.\footnote{In 2010, they accused Iran of complicity in the assassination of a local governor who supported the project. Peterson, 2013.} However, Iran’s reliance on India for oil revenue likely gives New Delhi leverage to eventually stop Tehran from opposing the dam’s construction.\footnote{Afghan official, interview with the authors, February 21, 2013.}

\textbf{Future Trends}

India appears more willing than Pakistan to avoid tensions with the United States by tempering its relations with the Islamic Republic. Indian officials want India to be seen as a responsible rising power. Thus, it is placed in the difficult position of “trying to strike a balance between preserving its strategic interests and adhering to its global obligations.”\footnote{Harsh V. Pant, “Delhi’s Tehran Conundrum,” \textit{The Wall Street Journal}, September 20, 2010.} This has contributed to a relatively “underdeveloped relationship” between Tehran and New Delhi, despite the improvement in ties in recent decades.\footnote{Pant, 2011, p. 62.}

India also must keep in mind its relations with Iran’s rivals in the Middle East. According to Harsh V. Pant, an expert on Asian security issues at King’s College in London, India would ultimately choose to preserve its relations with the Gulf Arab countries over its ties to Iran in the event of hostilities in the Persian Gulf.\footnote{Ibid.} The Persian Gulf monarchies of Saudi Arabia and Qatar are India’s most important sources of energy. The role of Saudi Arabia, long serving as India’s primary source of oil, as supplier has increased in importance as Iran’s oil industry has become isolated due to sanctions.\footnote{India’s imports of Iranian oil in 2012–2013 dropped around 27 percent compared with the previous year. Ibid.; Mehdudia, 2013.}

Meanwhile, Qatar remains India’s only supplier of natural gas.\footnote{Pant, 2011.} On the military front, India maintains stronger defense ties with Saudi Arabia than it does with Iran.\footnote{In 2010, Singh became the first Indian prime minister to visit Riyadh in 28 years. While there, he referred to the India-Saudi relationship as a “strategic partnership.” Approximately 1.5 million Indians work in Saudi Arabia, making it the kingdom’s largest expatriate community. Ibid.} India also
manages close relations with Israel; following establishment of full ties in 1992, India has become Israel’s top purchaser of arms, having imported about $1 billion worth of Israeli weapons in 2012.\textsuperscript{111} Until now, however, Iran has refrained from making public any displeasure over India’s ties to its rivals—likely a result of Iran’s increasing reliance on India for revenue.

As ISAF troops withdraw from Afghanistan, Iranian and Indian interests will increasingly converge as they attempt to balance against Pakistan.\textsuperscript{112} According to A. V. Chandrasekaran, a senior fellow at the Center for Air Power Studies in New Delhi, influence in Afghanistan is an important “element within India’s larger desire to be able to protect its interests well beyond South Asia.”\textsuperscript{113} While the Indians and Iranians have differed over the presence of Western troops in the region—India was in favor of a longer ISAF deployment—officials in both countries are concerned over what they see as Western pressure on Kabul to accept a road map favorable to Pakistan, which would plan for elements of the Taliban incorporated into the Afghan government.\textsuperscript{114}

**Iran and Russia**

Iran’s ties with Russia are considerably more complicated than its relations with India or Pakistan. For various historical reasons, Iranians have long been suspicious of Russian intentions and remain hesitant to see Russia as a reliable international partner.\textsuperscript{115} Meanwhile, Russia benefits from an isolated Islamic Republic, preferring for Iran to remain a junior partner. The fact that both countries are major exporters of energy also plays into Moscow’s long-term Iran strategy; Russia stands to lose in the event of a globally integrated Iran. Currently, however, Tehran and Moscow share an interest in countering a strong U.S. presence in the region. They are also concerned with the spread of Sunni extremism in Central Asia and the Caucasus. As a result, Russia’s interests in Afghanistan align most closely with those of Iran and India, both of which seek to prevent the Taliban’s resurgence in Kabul. Having fought a bloody, decadelong war in Afghanistan—often called the “Soviet Union’s Vietnam”—the Russians maintain a keen interest in the country, because its security situation impacts stability in greater Central Asia.

The Russians and Iranians have experienced a checkered past. From the early 19th century to the middle of the 20th, no outside power other than the British Empire played as consequential a role in Iranian affairs. During the 19th century, Iran fought several wars with tsarist Russia, eventually losing its territories in the Caucasus, including Azerbaijan, Armenia, and Georgia. To this day, Iranians see the Persian Qajars’ signing of the Treaties of Golestan and Turkmenchay—ceding the territories to Russia—as a shameful capitulation of sovereignty to outside powers. Further exacerbating the Iranian people’s sense of victimization at the hands of foreigners, in 1907, the Russian and British empires carved Iran into two spheres of influence, with the tsar controlling the northern half. During this period, Russia helped quash the
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Iranian Constitutional Revolution, going so far as to surround and shell Iran’s fledgling parliament, in order to preserve the reign of the pliant Qajar shah.

Following the First World War, the Soviet Union supported a separatist rebellion in Iran’s northern region of Gilan. Again, at the end of the Second World War, the Soviets backed secessionist movements in Iranian Azerbaijan and Kurdistan. In 1946, Iran’s Azerbaijan region became the site of one of the first U.S.-Soviet standoffs, brought on by Stalin’s refusal to withdraw from Iranian territory. This event marked the beginning of Iran’s integral role in the U.S. strategy to counter the USSR’s influence in the Middle East. Despite its close alliance with the United States, however, the shah’s government maintained “cordial, if not friendly,” relations with the Soviets during most of the Cold War.116

The Iranian Revolution heralded an era of outward hostility toward the Soviet Union.117 Referring to the atheist Soviet Union as the “Lesser Satan,” Ayatollah Khomeini pursued a foreign policy that sought alliances with “neither East nor West.” For their part, the Soviets backed the leftist Tudeh Party during the Islamic Republic’s early power struggles, and strongly supported Saddam Hussein during the Iran-Iraq War.

The end of the Cold War coincided with a thaw in Russo-Iranian tensions.118 With the fall of the Soviet Union, Khomeini’s death, and the end of the Iran-Iraq War, Iran’s leaders saw an opportunity to end hostilities. They also deemed improved relations with Moscow to be an important means of offsetting U.S. power in the region and of acquiring advanced weapons systems, which Russia was eager to sell. In the 1990s, Russia and Iran also began to cooperate in countering Sunni extremism in the region. The dissolution of the Soviet Union had resulted in independence movements and insurgencies among Russia’s large Sunni minority. Like the Iranians, the Russians feared a Taliban victory in the Afghanistan civil war, concerned that the Taliban’s support of extremist groups operating in the Central Asian republics would spill over across their borders.119 In 1997, Iran played an instrumental role in diplomatically resolving a vicious civil war in Tajikistan between Islamist groups and the ruling ex-communists.120 Iran also eased Russian concerns by not backing Islamist insurgents in Chechnya.121 Moreover, in the Caucasus, Iran and Russia’s shared interests in preventing Turkish and U.S. dominance brought them to side with Armenia in its conflict with the Western-backed Azerbaijan over Nagorno-Karabakh.122

Current Economic and Diplomatic Relations

Today, relations between Iran and Russia can be characterized as pragmatic but not one of absolute accommodation—what one Russian analyst has termed a “dialogue without
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commitments.”

Russo-Iranian relations are a function of broader world events, reflecting convenient confluences of interest rather than affection and affinity. This is in part due to a lack of overall strategy in the way Russia deals with Iran, operating instead on a case-by-case basis. As a result, relations can be friendly or tense depending on the issue at hand. This makes Moscow’s policies toward Iran unpredictable and renders a strategic partnership unlikely. According to Nikolay Kozhanov, a former attaché to the Russian embassy in Tehran, in the past two decades, it “is difficult to find another country whose relations with Moscow have experienced so many drastic twists in such a relatively short period.”

Despite the lack of a consistent approach, Russia’s rivalry with the United States shapes its overall relations with Iran. Moscow views a U.S.-Iran rapprochement “as a serious threat to its interests in the region.” In fact, Russia’s improvement of ties with Iran in the early 2000s may have been a direct response to Khatami’s attempts to reach out to the United States. In 2001, Khatami was invited to Moscow, where he signed the Treaty on the Basic Principles of Cooperation, which is still considered a “cornerstone” of Russia-Iran relations. Russia also uses its relations with Tehran as a means of pressuring Washington. Therefore, periods of improvement in U.S.-Russia ties have generally coincided with cooling relations between Moscow and Tehran. For instance, when Russian President Vladimir Putin supported the George W. Bush administration’s war on terror following the September 11, 2001, attacks, it caused a rift between the Islamic Republic and Russia.

However, by 2006—a period coinciding with a rise in U.S.-Russia tensions—Russia and Iran had begun cooperating over energy issues. And in 2007, Putin became the first Russian leader to visit Tehran since Stalin attended the Tehran Conference in 1943. Bilateral relations again took a downward turn in 2009, following the Barack Obama administration’s efforts to reset relations with Russia. In response to American overtures, President Dmitry Medvedev agreed to support further UN Security Council resolutions against Iran, and halted exports of the S-300 missile system to Iran the following year. In response to the stalled S-300 deal, Tehran filed a $4 billion damage claim against Moscow at the international arbitration tribunal in Geneva. That Russia bases its Iran relations on its strategy regarding the United States
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is not lost on Iranian officials. Rouhani, for one, has warned that using “the Iran card in its game with the West, and particularly the U.S., has always been beneficial for Russia.”135

Russia’s involvement in the Iranian nuclear issue is representative of its double game with Iran and the West. While Russia would prefer that the Islamic Republic not develop a nuclear weapon capability, it also does not want to be seen as capitulating to U.S. demands. Furthermore, Russia is less concerned about Iran’s nuclear program than the United States is, and is wary of overly pressuring Iran because of its need for Tehran’s cooperation on economic and regional issues.136

Therefore, Moscow refrains from overtly supporting either side of the dispute. Russia’s construction of the Bushehr nuclear reactor—long a source of tension between Tehran and Moscow—provides a case in point.137 While Iran and Russia originally signed the deal in 1995 with a projected completion date of 1999, the reactor only reached full capacity in August 2012.138 Iranian officials suspect that Russian construction delays were intended as a means of gaining concessions from the West.139 Meanwhile, Russia at times has attempted to play a mediating role between Iran and the West. Officials in Moscow were reportedly angered by Tehran’s repeated rejection of their offers from 2005 to 2009 to enrich uranium on Iran’s behalf.140

Another source of Iranian wariness of Russia stems from the perception that Russia benefits from the Islamic Republic’s economic isolation. Russian businesses operating in Iran appreciate the lack of competition from Western firms that have stayed away due to sanctions.141 According to the analyst Meir Javedanfar, “As long as Iran remains a pariah state, Moscow can use Iran’s isolation to sell them their outdated jets and secondhand products, which other countries would not buy from them.”142 In this regard, the Russian arms-export agency Rosoboronexport lobbies Moscow for close relations with Iran.143 Trade is heavily balanced in Russia’s favor; in 2010, Iranian exports to Russia totaled only $272 million, while Iran imported $3.4 billion in Russian goods.144 Russia is also involved in infrastructure projects in Iran, including in the telecommunications and railroad industries.145

Energy issues pose yet another area of potential friction between Tehran and Moscow. As major exporters of energy products, Iran and Russia compete over both resources and market share. Ownership over resources in the Caspian Sea has been a particular source of contention
between the two countries. Iran has pushed for Caspian rights to be divided equally among the five states lining its shores. Russia, on the other hand, advocates allocating resources based on the amount of shoreline each country holds, which would leave Iran with only 13 percent of the resources. Despite this competition, however, Russian energy companies have been active, since 2007, in Iranian energy development projects. Part of Moscow’s strategy in this regard appears to be focusing Iranian development in a manner that would not compete with Russia, for instance by directing Iranian LNG exports to East Asia rather than the European market. Russia’s expressed interest in assisting with the construction of the Iran-Pakistan pipeline may be part of this strategy. It also may be an attempt by Moscow to pressure Washington.

On security issues, Russia and Iran have many shared interests. While supportive of the U.S. and ISAF withdrawal from Afghanistan, the two countries fear a possible resurgence of Sunni extremist groups that would destabilize the region. Iranian-Russian collaboration in Afghanistan will likely improve bilateral relations, although Moscow will continue to view Iran as a junior and compliant partner in any joint endeavor. Karzai’s visit to Russia in January 2011—the first visit by an Afghan president since 1991—indicated Moscow’s intention to become increasingly involved in the country’s affairs. For instance, Russia is providing training and military equipment to Afghan soldiers and security forces. It has trained 250 Afghan police officers, and in 2010 donated 20,000 AK-47s. Russia announced in March 2013 that it was considering establishing military bases in Afghanistan that would serve to repair military hardware.

Iran and Russia also are interested in maintaining the authoritarian status quo in the region, and are concerned about U.S. democratization efforts. Highlighting this sentiment, in January 2007, Khamenei told Russian officials visiting Tehran that the “alliance between the Islamic Republic and the Russian Federation can stop U.S. ambitions to conquer the region.” When Ahmadinejad won a controversial reelection in 2009, Russia was the first country to host him, signaling Moscow’s lack of interest in political change within Iran. Yet Iran’s and Russia’s mutual suspicion means that they remain “mired in a marriage of unembellished convenience” rather than a strategic alliance. Even in instances where Tehran
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and Moscow share a common interest, such as protecting the Assad regime in Syria, they appear to pursue parallel, rather than coordinated, policies. And though Russia sees Iran as an important regional player, it is also wary of an overly powerful Islamic Republic. Therefore, Russia strives to funnel Iranian participation on regional issues through multilateral organizations such as the Shanghai Cooperation Organisation (SCO) — an institution heavily influenced by Russia and one in which Iran has only observer status. This extends to Russia’s collaboration with Iran in Afghanistan; there, Russia operates through a mix of the SCO, the Commonwealth of Independent States, and the Collective Security Treaty Organization.

**Future Trends**

Overall, Iran-Russia ties are likely to remain complicated. In the near term, bilateral cooperation most probably will increase as tensions remain high between Moscow and Washington. With Putin back at the helm in the Kremlin, Russia is attempting to mend some of the rifts with Iran that arose during the Medvedev years. For instance, in July 2013, Iran and Russia held a joint naval drill in the Caspian Sea. In the same month, it was reported that Putin was considering selling Iran its Antey-2500 air defense system as an alternative to the S-300. Tehran and Moscow have also been brought closer together through their close support of Syrian President Bashar al-Assad against Western-backed rebel forces. Both Putin and Rouhani were outspoken critics of Obama’s threat to strike the Assad regime following its use of chemical weapons against civilians in August 2013.

Concern over the situation in post-withdrawal Afghanistan will also push the two countries to cooperate, especially amid fears of the recently growing strength of Central Asian jihadists based in northern Afghanistan. Fighting drug trafficking will be an important joint effort in this regard, as narcotics sales provide a substantial source of revenue for extremist groups in the region. Of further concern to Moscow is the poorly controlled Tajik-Afghan border, which allows drug traffickers to pass through to Kazakhstan and, ultimately, on to Russia.

In the long term, however, Iran-Russia tensions appear inevitable, possibly limiting Russian-Iranian cooperation in other areas. Russia would not ultimately benefit from a powerful Iran, free from the grip of Western sanctions. While Moscow has thus far decided to cooperate with Tehran on energy issues in order to influence the direction Iran pursues, decreased Iranian isolation could change Russia’s perceptions. Although economic cooperation has
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improved in recent years, it is still relatively “underdeveloped,” with active talks about projects masking the lack of progress on the implementation side.\footnote{Kozhanov, 2012, p. 23.} A potential harbinger of future bilateral tensions, Russia’s Gazprom agreed in 2011 to support construction of the Turkmenistan-Afghanistan-Pakistan-India (TAPI) pipeline, which the United States has touted as an alternative to the Iran-Pakistan pipeline.\footnote{Weitz, 2011.} Russia has also offered to enlarge the transport corridor to Afghanistan in order to help Western supplies reach Afghanistan after the 2016 troop withdrawal.\footnote{“Russia May Set Up New Afghanistan Bases,” 2013.}

Moreover, Russia’s powerful business lobby is highly reliant on Western financing and technology, providing the United States with leverage to mitigate closer Iran-Russia economic ties.\footnote{Shlapentokh, 2013.} The United States may also be able to gain Russia’s cooperation through increased exchange of detailed information on Iran’s nuclear program.\footnote{Kozhanov, 2012.} Refraining from deploying antimissile systems to Eastern Europe also would decrease Russia’s threat perception and could result in Moscow’s increased collaboration. The latter would be in line with Obama’s February 2009 letter to Medvedev regarding the issue.\footnote{Majidyar, 2009.}

\section*{The China Factor}

China may not be one of the major actors in Afghanistan, but it does maintain significant influence. China, which maintains a 50-mile border with Afghanistan, has activities in the country that also impact Iran’s Afghanistan strategy, namely by way of Beijing’s influence on the behavior of other actors discussed in this chapter. China’s main focus in Afghanistan, thus far, has been to protect its investments and personnel. As of 2012, China provided only $250 million in development aid to Afghanistan, while Japan had spent over $4 billion on reconstruction projects.\footnote{Jeffrey Hornung, “Why China Should Do More in Afghanistan,” \textit{The Diplomat}, August 1, 2012.} On the other hand, China has invested a great deal in Afghanistan’s natural resources. In October 2012, a Chinese firm began extracting oil from the Amu Darya basin in Afghanistan.\footnote{“The New Great Game,” 2013.} China also has invested $3.5 billion in the Aynak copper mine.\footnote{Shiza Shahid, \textit{Engaging Regional Players in Afghanistan: Threats and Opportunities}, Washington, D.C.: Center for Strategic and International Studies, 2009.}

India’s foreign policy strategy is greatly impacted by China, as the two growing economies compete for natural resources and Beijing maintains close ties with Islamabad.\footnote{Melanie Hanif, “Indian Involvement in Afghanistan in the Context of the South Asian Security System,” \textit{Journal of Strategic Security}, Vol. 3, No. 2, 2010.} Part of India’s frustration with U.S. sanctions has been over the fact that, while Indian firms have lessened their presence in the Iranian market, Chinese companies have moved in to replace
them. In fact, some analysts argue that India’s decision to fund the Chabahar port expansion in Iran was driven by Pakistan’s February 2013 decision to allow China to operate the Gwadar Port.

Whereas Russia sees the United States as its main rival in the Middle East and Caucasus, its moves in Central Asia are largely influenced by its desire to balance against China. According to Ahmed Rashid, in recent years “China has broken the economic connections that traditionally tied Central Asia to Russia” and has emerged as the dominant regional power. While in 2002, China’s trade with Central Asia stood at only $1 billion, it had reached $28 billion by 2010. On the other hand, Russian trade with Central Asian countries in 2010 was only $15 billion. China has also edged out Russia in the Iranian market. While Russia had hoped that Iran would become more reliant on it as a result of international isolation, Russia has instead watched Chinese goods flood the Iranian market. Sino-Iranian trade reached $30 billion in 2010, while Iran-Russia trade stood at less than $4 billion that year.

Whether Beijing decides to play a more active role in postwithdrawal Afghanistan’s security remains to be seen. However, according to Rashid, “Only China will have the economic strength and political goodwill to make peace, as well as the resources to fill the coming power vacuum,” in 2016.

In conclusion, India, Russia, and Iran have convergent interests in Afghanistan, which could lead to greater cooperation in the future. Iran also enjoys close political and economic ties with India and Russia beyond Afghanistan. A desire to prevent the Taliban from becoming more powerful can revitalize the informal coalition that backed the Northern Alliance in the 1990s. Cooperation in Afghanistan between the three powers can also help Iran lessen its isolation and ameliorate the effects of some sanctions. However, the United States should view Iran’s cooperation with India and Russia in Afghanistan as a net positive. For example, joint economic ventures between Iran and India in Afghanistan have the potential to further stabilize Afghanistan by tying it to Central Asia markets, and making it less dependent on Pakistan.

Of all major regional players in Afghanistan, Iran and Pakistan have the most divergent interests. Pakistan is known to back the Taliban and other extremist Sunni Afghan groups; Islamabad is also likely to try to exert more influence in Afghanistan after the U.S. drawdown. At the same time, Pakistan’s rivalry with Iran is tempered by growing economic and energy cooperation. While the United States may view Iran as a counterbalance to Pakistan, it should also be aware that the Iranian-Pakistani relationship is nuanced and not shaped by regional competition alone.
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Conclusion and Implications for the United States

Iranian influence in Afghanistan following the drawdown of international forces need not necessarily be a cause of concern for the United States. Although Tehran will use its cultural, political, and economic sway in an attempt to shape a post-2016 Afghanistan, Iran and the United States share core interests there: to prevent the country from again becoming dominated by the Taliban and a safe haven for al Qaeda.

Because maintaining stability and furthering development are the most effective means of arriving at that end state, these areas provide ripe opportunities for cooperation between the United States and Iran. Referring to U.S.-Iran relations in January 2014, President Rouhani commented: “Cooperating on issues of mutual interest and concern would contribute to easing tensions in our region as well.”1 At the same time, a peaceful resolution to the Iranian nuclear crisis and the continued strengthening of relative pragmatists in the Tehran government could lead to cooperation between Iran and the United States in Afghanistan.

To promote stability, the United States should attempt to cooperate with Iran in countering narcotics in Afghanistan and encourage efforts to bring Tehran and Kabul to an agreement over water sharing. While many of the disagreements between the two countries appear intractable and beholden to political interests in Tehran and Washington, combating drug trafficking and addressing water-usage issues would be relatively uncontroversial and nonpolitical. It could also lead to increased mutual trust that would benefit broader U.S.-Iran relations. To this end, the United States could lend logistical or financial support to the UN-facilitated Triangular Initiative, which fosters coordination among Iran, Pakistan, and Afghanistan in countering the drug trade. With regard to the Iran-Afghan water dispute, the United States should become active—through the UN and development organizations—in facilitating a mutually agreed upon water-usage system.2

It is important to note, however, that even if U.S.-Iran tensions remain, Iran’s activities in Afghanistan are unlikely to run counter to overall U.S. objectives; Washington need not concern itself with the activities of regional actors in Afghanistan as long as they align with the United States’ ultimate objective there.

Iran exercises considerable power in Afghanistan today. The two countries are tied together through shared language, culture, and religion. Dari, a dialect of Iran’s official language, Persian, is widely spoken in Afghanistan. Up to 20 percent of Afghans, mostly the
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Hazara population, practice Shia Islam; some of them view Iran as their natural religious and political protector.

Iran is also an important economic actor in Afghanistan. It has provided Kabul up to $500 million for economic reconstruction and is one of Afghanistan’s largest trading partners and investors. Iranian economic activity, which has included partnering with other powers, such as India, for development projects, has been largely positive for Afghan stability. Iran can also exercise significant political influence not just with Tajik- and Hazara-dominated political groups but with the central government in Kabul as well.

Iran has used its economic and ideological influence in order to (unsuccessfully) sabotage U.S.-Afghan cooperation. The Islamic Republic has also provided measured support to insurgents fighting U.S. and allied forces in Afghanistan. Iran is currently the only major power that opposes the BSA deal being negotiated between Washington and Kabul. Tehran fears that the United States will use Afghanistan as a base to undermine the Islamic Republic by supporting anti-Iranian insurgents, as well as carry out sabotage and espionage operations against Iran’s nuclear facilities.

However, Iran may have several reasons to curtail or even stop its support to anti-American insurgents, and even support the BSA under the right conditions. The departure of most American forces may assuage Iranian anxiety, as Tehran will no longer have to contend with a sizable and potentially hostile military force on its doorstep. A peaceful resolution to the nuclear issue and reduced tensions between Iran and the United States are likely to reduce Iranian incentives for aiding Taliban elements.

And while the Revolutionary Guards appear to be behind the arming of insurgents, more-moderate figures such as Rouhani and the Iranian foreign minister Mohammad Javad Zarif are likely to oppose such tactics and instead advocate a more diplomatic approach, including consultation and cooperation with other powers, even including the United States. After all, it was Zarif who convinced the Tajik-dominated Northern Alliance to support Karzai as Afghanistan’s new leader in 2002.

Iran’s relations with Pakistan, India, and Russia will also impact the extent to which the Islamic Republic contributes to the future stability and development of Afghanistan. Overall U.S. interests in Afghanistan align not only with Iran’s but also with India’s and Russia’s. Therefore, cooperation between Tehran, New Delhi, and Moscow in Afghanistan could serve U.S. interests as well.

Because Afghanistan will remain a central part of Pakistan’s strategy of balancing against India, Islamabad is likely to expend a great deal of resources on dominating Afghanistan. More than any other regional power, Pakistan presents a challenge to Iranian interests in Afghanistan. But despite their differing positions on the ideal makeup of a future Kabul administration (Islamabad prefers the reintegration of former Taliban officials), Iran and Pakistan do share interests in stemming refugee flows and countering their respective Baluchi insurgencies—both of which would be exacerbated in the event of increased unrest in Afghanistan.

If, however, the security situation in Afghanistan were to deteriorate significantly, Iran and Pakistan would likely fall back to supporting the country’s Shia and Sunni militant groups, respectively. The increased sectarianism likely to result from a resumed Afghan civil war would not serve U.S. interests, as it could further fan the flames of sectarian conflicts raging in other parts of the Muslim world. Furthermore, the current symbiotic economic relationship between the two countries could serve as an incentive for avoiding confrontation in Afghanistan. There-
fore, Washington should encourage joint Iranian-Pakistani projects if a final nuclear deal with Iran is reached; U.S. attempts to disrupt energy cooperation between the two—for instance, the IPI pipeline—could be counterproductive.

In the long term, the extent to which Iran and Pakistan will maintain the current level of cordiality in their relations remains uncertain. The continued improvement of Iran-India relations will likely concern Pakistan. And in the event that a less isolated Iran emerges from the nuclear negotiations, officials in Tehran could feel more emboldened to criticize Islamabad over the plight of Pakistani Shias or the presence of anti-Iran insurgents in Pakistan’s Baluchistan province.

Close Iran-India relations also serve to ensure long-term stability in Afghanistan. Indian infrastructure development projects could play an integral role in creating a stable and economically viable Afghanistan. Increased Indian economic involvement in Central Asia could also have the added benefit of balancing against Chinese activities in the region. However, for Afghanistan to remain a lucrative market for Indian investors, India must have viable access to the country as well as to the broader Central Asian market.

Thus, Iran’s role would be an essential component of future Indian development efforts. Though in the overall bilateral relationship it appears that Iran needs India more than the other way around, both countries stand to benefit from each other’s successes in Afghanistan. And so does the United States. Increased Iran-India collaboration could run the risk of disturbing officials in Pakistan. Pakistan’s desire, however, to confront Iran in Afghanistan would likely be dampened if Pakistan were cooperating with the Iranians on broader economic issues.

Russia-Iran relations will have less of an impact on postwithdrawal Afghanistan’s future than Iran’s relations with Pakistan and India. While Moscow and Tehran share the same overall objectives—countering Sunni extremism and drug trafficking—Iran and Russia do not need each other’s cooperation in order to pursue their interests in Afghanistan. For instance, as opposed to India, Russia does not require Iranian partnership to access Afghanistan or the other Central Asian markets. Moreover, Russia sees Iran as a junior partner and will likely interact with it most often through broader institutions such as the SCO, the Commonwealth of Independent States, and the Collective Security Treaty Organization. Regarding joint development projects with Iran and India, Russia will assist insofar as they are lucrative for Russian businesses.

While Russia would prefer not to see a U.S.-Iran rapprochement, such an outcome would not undermine its limited cooperation with Iran in Afghanistan. A risk factor, however, is Russia’s intended involvement in the U.S.-backed construction of the TAPI pipeline, which is being touted as an alternative to the proposed IPI pipeline. Continued U.S. obstruction of the IPI project could increase Iran’s incentive to sabotage the construction and operation of the TAPI pipeline.

Shared interests between India, Russia, and Iran in Afghanistan should make Washington consider Iran an important regional actor in stabilizing Afghanistan. Thus, it is worthwhile to include Iran in regional and international discussions on Afghan security, especially if Iran comes to accept any residual international force in Afghanistan.

If, following the drawdown of international forces, the ANSF fails to successfully continue its fight against terrorism, Iran is well situated to support Tajik and Hazara groups that could again fight a resurgent Taliban.

The dispute over Iran’s nuclear program has intensified U.S.-Iran tensions. Iran’s influence in Afghanistan, however, should not be viewed in zero-sum terms. Iran and the United
States have convergent interests there. It is therefore prudent that the United States engage the Iranian government in bilateral discussions regarding Afghanistan and pursue joint activities that would serve their mutual interests and build much-needed trust.
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This study explores Iranian influence in Afghanistan and the implications for the United States after the departure of most American forces from Afghanistan. Iran has substantial economic, political, cultural, and religious leverage in Afghanistan. Kabul faces an obdurate insurgency that is likely to exploit the U.S. and international drawdown. The Afghan government will also face many economic difficulties in future years, and Afghanistan is highly dependent on international economic aid. Additionally, the biggest problem facing Afghanistan may be political corruption.

Iranian influence in Afghanistan following the drawdown of international forces need not necessarily be a cause of concern for the United States though. Although Tehran will use its cultural, political, and economic sway in an attempt to shape a post-2016 Afghanistan, Iran and the United States share core interests there: to prevent the country from again becoming dominated by the Taliban and a safe haven for al Qaeda.

This study examines Iran’s historic interests in Afghanistan and its current policies in that country, and explores the potential implications for U.S. policy. The research is based on field interviews in Afghanistan, the use of primary sources in Dari and Persian, and scholarly research in English.